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•pax »d!sb nnuDn[r6 -ion *i]n 7

ro^a e£n "ion ^ ari* [dJ 8

e^n cjdd »om spa ^ [an*] n$i 9

[na^a] 10

1 Oa//i of Menahem b. Shallum b. 2 Hodaviah which he swore to

Meshullam b. Nathan 3
by Ya'u the God, by the temple and by

c

Anathya'u,
4 and spoke io him saying : The she-ass which is in the

possession of 5 Pamisi and Espemz\, about which you sue me,
G
behold,

the half of it which is mine is legally mine).
7 But Pamisi your father

claimed(?) to own it
8
saying that he gave me a he-ass in exchange for

half of it.
9 But he did not give me either money or value in exchange

for 10 the half'of'it.

Line 1. Epstein proposes to begin with [Tn]o, but there is no parallel

for so expressing a date. For the oath cf. 14
4
seqq.

Line 2. [.THjin, or [jJB>]in, but cf. 22 39
.

Line 3. [inj'3. As the grandfather is named in 11. 1, 2, we might read

"12 here, followed by a name, but it is difficult to see what the construction

could then be. Epstein proposes nm 12, thus making the parties cousins,

and eft. 22 127
, 19

10
. &[r6s]. The N is strange, but probable. N"UD02

properly
'

the place of worship ', like Jjs*~° a '

mosque
'

(used even of the

temple at Jerusalem). liTtlJJJ cf. ^NTVanay in 22 125
. The man evidently

did swear by 'Anathya'u, whatever be restored before it, and this was

therefore the name of a god, presumably a sort of consort of Ya'u.

Line 5. [*D»]a is conjectured from I. 7. BD[fiDNl]. The D is fairly

certain, and the termination is so uncommon that we may reasonably

restore the name from 4
7

,
cf. 6 10

,
87

.

Line 6. '31 n^3 lit.
' the half of it, which is mine, is just', i.e. half of

it is legally mine.

Line 7. nn ,

lJDn[n^] infin. Haphel, cf. 15
30 nni3"in^. Then the con-

struction requires a verb preceding it. Perhaps "ION (?) in the sense of

'

thought to
' ' claimed to '. "]12N ''DOS . There is no doubt about the

reading, and it can only mean ' P. your father ', so that Meshullam's

father was named both Pamisi and Nathan
(1. 2), as Ashor in 15 and 20

is Nathan in 25 and 28. It is strange to find both names used in one

document.

Line 8. [pp. There is no room for more, if the space is rightly

estimated.

Line 9. epa ''OH
' the equivalent of money

'

i. e. valuables.

Line 10. There is a trace of the first letter, but there can have been

only one word, as the rest of the line is blank.
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No. 45.

A contract.

Fragment, incomplete on all sides, of an agreement concerning fish.

It seems that X had accused Mahseiah of robbing or cheating him about

some fish. Mahseiah was required by the court to swear (cf. no. 44)

that he had not cheated. X now undertakes to pay for the fish in money
or grain of the same value, under a penalty if he fails to do so. The

details are not clear.

The date is lost, but the king was probably Artaxerxes, and if the

scribe was the same as in io2G
,
the deed was written about 450 b. c.

Sachau, plate 32. Ungnad, no. 34.

wwa [p]D2 K[aJ>|o B>DB»nmn . . .]nae> j[D*a in .... b ... a] 1

. . . ncx]

.  . tm-pa] pD n wk naw na flannel? i[3am« W ... in] 2

onp nk»]KW *[3]e men iDNi> paw nany [in^tn n3« ibk!*] 3

»3B nv]»n ah ps na np6n inn i? n[NDi» uym kwi] 4

. . ,] y:u w n:r N"viay in awx [ ] 5

. . ,]«on »T Drran in 701J bs i? [ ]
6

. . . »]v pa i*> nam ai> jn ^ [. ] 7

. . ,]}3«n jm* i>a \ d^d? \ ap s[3*waN *p fnjN ]
8

dm N]rrva j[iD]a [mi] *asD ^jy [na jna ana ] 9

, , 10

1 On the . . . of . . . /$<?/ z> Afaan, year ... of Artaxerxes the &'#£•,

in Syene the fortress, said . . .
* b. ... of the company of A rtabanu to

Mahseiah b. SYBA, Aramaean of Syene the fortress,
3 as follows : I sued

you concerning fish, saying, you defrauded me, and / was examined

before
4 the judges and they imposed an oath on you by the God Ya'u, that

you did not defraud me of fish.
5 I come back, or this corn,

the value of your fish 6 to you all your fish, or the

value of them, which you (?)
7 to you, if I do not

pay to you within . . . da_y.r .... 8 I will pay you a fine of 1 kab

of barley for each portion every month and year . . . .
9 Nathan b.

'Anani ivrote this deed in Syene the fortress at the dictation of
10

Line 1 is mostly obliterated, but enough is legible to show that it con-

tained a date in the usual form. The first legible marks are probably

;- rather than *3" or *£T, and the month-name is likely to be Jewish,

though not necessarily Nisan. tJOKTiniN is required by the space.
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Line 2.
1[.

.
.] suggests the degel of Artabanu or Iddinnabu. nyy an

unknown name. At the end it is not clear how the lacuna is to be filled.

Line 3. "jrwi . Something of the kind is wanted, and this is the natural

word. "imy if not a mistake, is a popular form of "D"6j? cf. Dan. 4
14

.

nvon cf. Heb. pDC> &c «> from a root meaning to 'act harshly
'

or
' un-

justly '. If ^10 is right it must mean ' took away wrongfully '. ~M°-
There is a trace of J. The shape of » is peculiar, but cf. the * in mrp

1. 7. , , , NCI can only be J"6wi, cf. 16 3
,
20 8

. Then the subsequent

phrase, or something like it, is necessary.

Line 4. n[N010] a word for 'oath', or 'swear' is required by !iT3.

The form of the phrase is not quite satisfactory. In 6 6 we have ^ Toyu

HSDID '

they imposed on you an oath to me '. Cf. 8 24
. This can hardly

be read here, because the oath seems always to be required of an accused

person to substantiate his innocence, not of the accuser to support his

charge. Here "|^>
is the accused, Mahseiah, and "]b MJW = "J1JJH3«

}313,
In line 3 pi:, so that both forms could be used. [nx]»n is

necessary to rebut the charge in I. 3.

Line 5. 3iriN is certain, but it is difficult to restore the context,

rut X113J?. It does not seem to have been mentioned before, so that

perhaps mi implies that it was there in court.

Line 6. , . . won • The reading is certain. It cannot be for non .

It looks like a verb in the 2nd person imperfect,
' which you . . .', but

there is no obvious way of completing it.

Line 7. The usual formula introducing the penalty for non-payment.

[, , d]V pa. Probably a numeral followed, 'within x days'.

Line 8. K^nrax] cf. 20 14
, &c. D12 ' allowance

'

or
' ration

'

? The

arrangement is not clear, nor is the meaning of \W\ jn"V ^3 'every

month and year '.

Line 9. The name of the scribe is restored from io20
,
but it might be

Ma'uziah b. Nathan b. 'Anani as in 18 3
(about 425 b.c).

Line 10 which should give the names of both parties, is lost, as well as

the names of the witnesses.

No. 46.

A conveyance.

Fragments containing the beginnings of some lines of a conveyance of

property (a house ?)
from Shelomem b. Hodaviah to his wife Abihi, or

from some one else to Abihi wife of Shelomem.

The date is lost, and the names give no clue. The writing is unusual.
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Sachau, plate 31. Ungnad, no. 32.

, . . n nwpi 1

. . . ffoB> ia noita 2

. . . nj? n^> rvx 3

.  . 1 vn . » , 4

... N .,,?., . 5

. . . bv]2) w\p bvi 6

. . . B^B> N^ DN^ 7

do^p 3rv ft nan wva }o nrn]air6 Dip
> m 8

///// ;ma spa pa»3K r6 }na>] nnrux \Ta*6 9

rva dss* Nivai xmt^ // 1 ep]2 xata ^3x3 10

pi xh r6 an"1 1 rwnn -12 d»]^b> n nnnsx n
inp . . , -12 . . . inc . . . l]5 113T KHnt? 12

. . . -13 . . , imp . . . 13 . . . i.ib> n]wn 13 itan 13

. . , ia . . . insy . , . -13 . . . inp , . ,]m ia Snia w 14

W3K DM HJf X12D , . . 13 , , . an]a /I III III b 15

n!?ya nijnn 13 dd^ki 16
v

1 and his property, which . . .
2 Shelomem b. SNYTH ... 3 he has

with ... 4 ... his .... s, and . . .
5 6

citizen, or ... 7 but
(?)

he has no power . . .
8 and whoever shall arise to drz'w her away from

this house which Shelomem gave
9 to Abihi his wife shall pay her a fine of

5 kerashin 10
by royal weight, of the sta?idard of 2 r to the ten and the

house is truly the house of Abihi
n the wife of Shelo?«<?7« b. Hodaviah which

he gave her, and no suit {shall lie).
12 Witnesses : Zaccur b. . . .

13 Meshullak

b. Hoshaiah . . .
14

Witness, Gadol b. Ho .". .
15 Total 8. X b. ¥ wrote

this deedfor Abihi 1(i and Shelomem b. Ylodzviah her husband.

Line 1. Tis probably the relative.

Line 2. rVJ)K>. Only K> is certain. The J might be 3 (as Ungnad).
The * is probable. No combination makes a name. This Shelomem

is apparently not one of the contracting parties, since the party

Shelomem has a different father in 1. 16.

Line 3. t
1VX for TTX as also in 54*. Dy . The y is very small and

badly made, but can hardly be anything else. There is no sign of any

letter immediately following D .

Line 4. \T| . . The pronoun ? (e. g. \1133).

Line 5. The tails of other letters are visible, but the words cannot be

restored.

Line 6. [bil ^y]31 perhaps.
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Line 7. Ciib. Sachau suggests that it may mean 'people', which is

impossible. Cf. 9 ,
a similar proviso in a similar document. It ought to

mean ]rb. Perhaps for D?? BW. The tt is very strange, but it

cannot be anything else. A pronoun rOK or in must have followed.

Line 8. [nni]3"in? or "jn~, is well restored by Sachau from 15
30

.

Hence the property must have been either a house or land, and '

her
'

or '

you
'

must be the wife, Abihi.

Line 10 belongs to the clause stating the penalty.

Line 13 &c. The name-groups do not occur elsewhere.

Line 14. [rT'nJin or [nw]in, and so perhaps a brother of either

Meshullak or Shelomem.

Line 15. The statement of the number of witnesses is unusual.

Line 16. [irijTin. The 1 is not clear, but it can hardly be any-

thing else.

No. 47.

Fragments of a conveyance. No name or date.

Sachau, plate 35. Ungnad, no. 38.

... JO 733
k
T 1

. . . b tnoi pD nip ~f? nnai -12 .... 2

. . . jk>-d spa i? }n:a -]b nan* .... 3

. . , «n]»a DB>3 ami p5 4

T\btK& 5

...... nJ 6

.... ki]5i po nip ybv bnptt bin 7

. . . n:x icK bin vb *in ib nam 8

1 of your sons by
2 son or daughter of

yours, before a magistrate or (my) lord to 3 I have given
to you, I will pay you the sum of . . . kerashin .... 4

suit

or process on account of this \\011se .... 5
you {or I)

asked (?)

6 7 I shall have no power to complain against you before

a magistrate or (my) lor^ . . . .
8 and have given to you. Moreover

I shall have no power to say : You

Line 1. \o 'by' followed by the name of the mother.

Line 2. In io18 we have pi JJD. Elsewhere KID, applied to Arsames,
seems to be the proper title of the Persian satrap.
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Line 3. n3fl\ Ungnad and Sachau mox, but the reading is not

really doubtful. The sentence originally was '
if I claim back anything

which I have given you, I will pay &c.', or something similar.

Line 4. '"11 )"12. So Ungnad. Only the tail of the 3(?) is visible.

The phrase does not occur elsewhere, and the construction is not clear.

It is quite uncertain how much space is to be allowed between the two

fragments, and in fact one would not take the second fragment (from its

appearance) to belong to the same papyrus as the first, but for the use of

the unusual phrase [n~i]01 }3D in 1. 7 as in 1. 2.

Line 6. . . . riS . . . not jmx.

No. 48.

Small fragments of perhaps a marriage contract. No date.

Sachau, plate 35. Ungnad, no. 39.

. . . D "I'D? "13 I

. . . x vb\ uby jo y>ra n ndm bp 2

. . . rr'DriD^ jrus )mvb nnpbzb "jma 3

1 b. Zaccur .... 2 of all the money (?) which is set forth above, and
/ shall not be able . . .

3
your daughter to take her in marriage, I will pay

to Mahseiah . . .

Line 1. ... 6 is doubtful. Seidel conjectures [|33l]D 'of Syene'.

Line 2. N£D3 can hardly be right, nor can Ungnad's K^DSJ. A plural

would not be followed so closely by 3TI3 singular. The rest of the

line must have been ' ... if I wish another wife than your daughter ',

which would make it rather long. Cf. 15
31

.

Line 3. rPDTO? apparently the father of the bride, who was not old

enough to act for herself as in no. 15. One wonders whether she can

have been the much-married Mibtahiah again, who was a daughter of

Mahseiah. If so it was her first marriage, but cf. note on 82.

No. 49.

Fragment of a contract, or of a deed relating to a claim.

The beginning, containing the date, is entirely lost.

The writing is very unusual, probably by an unpractised hand. Note

the badly made O, 3, n, ), while "• and 1 are of a good, early form.

There are also mis-spellings : see notes.
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Sachau, plate 38. Ungnad, no. 45.

. . . id]n7 bibi 13 hubvh *&& 12 >d?dd nos* 1

. . . pyen jom ^dd t?v ^n« ^ nox 2

. . . ]W>i b*k na nw n Dino 7d[i] 3

... f bo ditto D3^[y n]?^] 1 ma ~}b 4

. . . 1J0 5FnnB> n . . . 5

1 Said Semaki b. Shashai to Shelomem b. Galgul as follows : . . .

2 said to you, I have against you (a claim for) money and wheat and

barley . . .
3 and anything whereby a man may live, and to send . . .

4 to you, and his son shall send to you some food ... 5

the witness^ hereto . . .

Line 1. "W '2 "ODD. Ungnad eft. I.TDftD (1 Chron. 26 7
)
and W

(Ezra io 40
). DD7B6 fairly certain, for Qiybvb. 7:73 Ungnad eft.

71373 io21.

Line 2. *TOX 3rd person, referring to the claim of a third party.

*7nK if right, is for >b ("OrPN, 'there is to me', cf. 35
s

. TOn for TO3PI,

with 3 assimilated as in Hebrew.

Line 3. 7D[l]. The 3 is quite certain. As this writer makes his 1

very large (see mil 1. 4), nothing more is required to fill the space.

DITTO as in 1. 4, for D1H3D elsewhere. , . . 7t$6l. The letters missing

cannot be DID". Perhaps nrwh.
Line 4. "]b, not 7D7 as Ungnad. What he takes for the final b is

really the tail of D in the line above. [
n]^[^]''- The B> is very

uncertain, but nothing else seems likely. DD^[y] is the most probable

restoration. Note the plural, 7DD for ^>DNO rather than for 73 TO.

Cf. -I1D07 32
s

.

Line 5. Snnty. The N"» is very doubtful.

No. 50.

Fragments, perhaps of a legal document. The lines are here numbered

consecutively, but their true position is quite uncertain. As to the general

sense, nothing is clear, and there is nothing to identify the date 'year 13 '.

Sachau, plate 38. Ungnad, no. 47.

1

. , . D3n[22] 3D3 .  , 2

. . . 11/-' 1W fl
nn^[s ] • • • 3

. . , 1 anna ybv nya , . , 4
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. . . n]au> . . . ny vxan« n seiaa . .

• • > tana rva tnftta iep
1
'

. . .

. . . »SU3 . , , -D 1/

Ci

. . .
/ v *\b\ paa

... an nx5

. . . e> i> . .

. . . \///
1

. .

. . . \nscb .

. , ,//////->

1 2
. . . wrote in P^hons . . .

3

13 (?) . . .
4

. . . suborned against you the men
who were sought out, till . . . -year ... G

treasury. The house of N . . .
7

. . . 2 . . . Kenufi ,

1 thousand talents, . . . shekels .

... to give ... 15 .... 1 6 .

155

5

6

7

8

9

10

n
12

13

14

*5

. P/iamenoih, year
5 the men
they stand in the

10-12

.13 14

Line 1. Nothing legible.

Line 2. DJn[sa] is Ungnad's suggestion.

Line 3. 11/ might be iy.

Line 4. '?y nya
'

sought
'

i. e. incited or suborned against you.

Line 5. VSariK if right, can only mean ' were sought out '.

Line 6. Construction not clear. , , , Dm a name ?

Line 7. >sua as in 269 -21
.

Line 9. paa not certain. Cf. 30
28

P|^>| p*i3J3. f^I as often, for

one thousand.

The rest contains nothing worthy of note.

No. 51.

Fragment containing the right-hand side of a column of names,

apparently none of them Jewish. The names of the fathers seem not to

have been given.

Line 1 was the beginning of the column, since 1. 10 is numbered ~> in

the margin. A mark on the right, near 1. 6, suggests that originally

there was at least one other column.
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Sachau, plate 23. Ungnad, no. 24.

... 1

"mro 2

.  ft . 3

»na 4

ancm 5

wamx 6

.  rn 7

. . 3D*K 8

D31B 9

prnaa io->

rns 11

pit 12

pama 13

riTtw 14

4 Pahi ?
5 VHSTB. Artabanus. 7

Dargman ?
8 'ISK . . .

9 PRNM.
10
Bagabukhsha 10 .

n PRNIS. 12 ZBMN. 13
Phrataphernes.

14
Ashyadata.

Line 1 contains no complete letter.

Line 3. ,  U. Ungnad "Q.

Line 4. Tia cf. 14
2

. Egyptian, though the rest, when they can be

recognized, are Persian names.

Line 5. . . an^ni a compound of Persian vakhs ?

Line 7. . . :TJ Dargman ? 823 &c.

Line 8. Cf. it^aDK 2 19 .

Line 10. pnaaa Persian Bagabukhsa, Mcya/?u£os.
Line 13. Cf. 5

17
. Ungnad fiama.

Line 14. TWPN Persian Asyadata (Ungnad).

No. 52.

Fragments of two parallel columns containing chiefly names.

No date. At the beginning of some lines in col. 2 are marks, of un-

known meaning. Ungnad thinks they may indicate fractions.

The writing is unusual.
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Sachau, plate 24. Ungnad, no. 25.

Col. i.

1 . .



i58

No. 53.
j

Fragment containing part of a column of names.

Lines 8 and 1 1 have been erased, or perhaps the papyrus is palimpsest,

before 1. 9 (on the reverse) there are marks of perhaps a line erased.

No date.

Sachau, plate "4. Ungnad, no. 26.

... 12 1

pro 13 i&QQ 2

nxn ia '•an 3

*e6 "13 IDS 4

icon 13 manna . — 5

ysx 13 maoBW 6

rvt?3Dx i3 -inn 7

8

Reverse.

. 13133 "13 DUX'S 9

"330 13 IDS 10

II

1 b 2 Petisi b. Nethin. 3
Haggai b. Beeri. 4 Pasu b. KSI.

5
. nh-hnum b. Hnomo.' 6 Isum-kudurri b. AP'. 7 Hor b. ASKSITH.

Reverse.

9 Isum-ram b. Nabunad(in ?)
10 Pasu b. Mannuki. n

Line 1. Ungnad jna 13, which does not seem possible.

Line 2. The son has an Egyptian name, the father's is Jewish,

pna. The proper Aramaic form of pna used elsewhere.

Line 5. Ungnad and Sachau DiannaD, but » is doubtful. Not 'ruy.

The line at the side is perhaps "*.

Line 6. ySN or bsn.

Line 7. Cf. 51
8

.

Line 9. 13133. A final
J
does not seem possible.

No. 54.

Fragment containing two imperfect letters, one on the recto and one

on the verso. They are in different hands, both unskilled, the recto

being the more so. Evidently both refer to the same matter, but their
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relation is puzzling. Sachau and Ungnad think that one side is the

answer to the other. If so, the reverse would seem to have been written

first, note 1. 15, '33^ )vbv and 1. 2 'i£> nn^. This, however, does not

suit 1. 10 ''NIB and 1. 1 "Qy, if the words are used literally, but perhaps

they are only formal and Sachau's view is best. The letters cannot be by
two writers to the same person, note 1. 4 "J^>

and 1. 11 'b.

On the recto a line is written vertically at either side. Something is

lost at the end, but probably not much at the side of the verso.

Sachau, plate 36. Ungnad, no. 40.

m[wi] nSnv 1

r\rb& nh 2

jnjia6 3

*]b rrx p 4

-> pon 5

ion ppaj* 6

,  . =(? pjn 7

right-hand side. NJtJ> [*]ni55 nan H . . . 8

left-hand side. ^n]:5r^J Tn[y . . . 9

Reverse.

^no tbv i3:5p[y jo 10

-'pen ^ ;n nys [m& n
,  .

* D3^I K . . . 12

nv3 jrooa u . . . 13

S^nm Dip jo [l]nob ... 14

paw jrmai!> )rbv ... 15

1 Your servant Wo HI. 2
Behold, I have sent 3 to Nabunathan (saying) :

4 If you have 5 10 asses 6
they will give them up(?),

7 also to you . . .

8
. . . here his sons exceedingly.

9
. . . your servant (?),

we will rescue

him.

Reverse.
10 From 'Akabnabu, greeting to my lords n

exceedingly. Now if I have
1 o asses,

12
yours (?)•••

13 Nabunathan ... u
to go (?) from the commander. 15 send to Nabunathan and he

will give up

Line 1. [D3]l3y. The tails remaining can hardly represent anything

but M~. On the other hand this does not agree with "p (clearly) in 1. 4.

Tifc")] only a conjecture, but 'n is probable. Cf. 2 2 133,131 .
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Line 2. Nil. The X has an archaic form.

Line 4. rVN is certain. Ungnad nnx. For TVK. Cf. 46
:>

\ *]b. The

1 is archaic.

Line 5.
~> pon is certain. The numeral is not quite clear, but is

corroborated by 1. 11. There is nothing more in the line.

Line 6. pp2B*. For the l cf. 1. 3 |n:n^. It is not an, as Ungnad.
'

They will leave them alone
'

i. e. lay no claim to them ? iron probable,

with n above the line.

Line 7. All uncertain.

Line 8 vertically on the right-hand side. »V is the end of a word.

["JmSa fairly certain. Not "3 (as Ungnad), cf. the
"J

in 1. 4.

Line 9. Vertically on the left-hand side. 1"l3[y].
The

"] is

doubtful. The following mark is not N (as Ungnad), but the 1 pro-

jecting from 1. 6. Vl]33TSW. The 2 is strange. There are traces of

M", which is suitable if this is the verb 3KJ>.

Line 10, on the verso, begins the other letter. in33p[y] is Ungnad's

reading. There is a mark after it which may be unintentional. Before

it probably }D, which would fix the amount lost at the beginnings of the

lines. '•SID plural? Cf. ir6c in 1. 15 if that is imperative.

Line n. N"1:^ fits the space as determined by 1. 10.

Line 12. D3^r uncertain. There seems to be an N above the line,

but Ungnad reads \3?<r. The last letter may be a D as in Dip 1. 14.

This would be suitable if iNltt is plural, but y fern, could not refer to

iiT\D masc. After it Ungnad reads DIV n , . „ but this is very doubtful.

Line 13. DV3 faint and uncertain. Ungnad 13X2, and Sachau con-

jectures [d]13N3
'

in Abydos ',
but the X would be impossible in this hand.

Line 14. ["ijnck is Sachau's conjecture. There is no sign of the "J.

After 1. 15 the rest is lost.

No. 55.

Fragment, as Ungnad thinks, of an inventory incomplete on both sides.

It may, however, be part of a letter. If so, it would seem to begin on

the reverse, cf. no. 54. This depends on the amount lost. A line may
be wanting at the beginning, but there does not seem to be much missing

at the sides. There is no date.

Sachau, plate 36. Ungnad, no. 41.

Obverse.

\ HDSni I

'bam 2
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era mar 3

*r \ . . . . 4

. . . b mex 5

•JVT37 n.T 6

Reverse.

}]n^sno 7

k
? v jncd 8

. nm . 13 . 9

|n5 . . . 10

\ r^mm 11

\\ pSS 12

Obverse.
1 and 1 tpsh 2 and Zechariah gave me 3

(1) karash. i
. . . 1 ... which

5 1 said to . . .
6 he gave to GDVK (?)

Reverse.
7 Bethelnadz';/ *

1 MS'N of 9
AbydosQ) and go down (to) Syene(?)

10
. . .

give.
u and 1 hat. 12 2 . . .

Line 1. rtDSm apparently a noun. The 1 shows that it cannot begin

the document.

Line 4. 'TV. Ungnad ITT. It is uncertain whether anything followed T.

Line 5. . 7 hardly '7, as Ungnad.
Line 6. All quite uncertain. There is no name like 71*12.

Line 7. [}]*127N*T
,

*1 not fro" as Ungnad. A Babylonian form. Cf.

1 84 -5
.

Line 8. |N£'E as in I5
16a

. Meaning unknown.

Line 9. ,13. Read L212N Abydos ? An N is hardly possible. nm
cf. 42

7
. If it is a verb, the stroke following cannot be \. Perhaps

[P]D ?

Line 10. }n5 or [ft3?

Line 11. n?3T3 (not '"ID 42°) 'a hat' as in Dan. 3
21

. A Persian, not

a Jewish, garment.

Line 12. pSF. So Ungnad, but the second V is like the N in 1. 8.

Sachau thinks it is = n*V2V.

No. 56.

Fragment of the beginning of a letter, with part of the address on the

back. No date.

2589 M
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Sachau, plate 37. Ungnad, no. 44.

. . . nyai py baa 1»hs> ^tttf* wnta , , . 1

. . . irrb nayi pd!> S>tk . . rv na n . . . 2

... in N^a-ia i[a] ms »
3

Reverse.

jna na nta l[i]nx $>na [~ia . . . tin bs] 4

1
. . . may the gods seek after your welfare at all times : and now . . .

2
. . . -t b. . . . went to Syene and made for Ya'u- ... 3 Azibu b.

Berechiah . . .

Reverse.

4 To my brother . . . b. Gadol, your brother Yislah b. Nathan.

Line 1. A variety of the usual formula, as in no. 39. It no doubt

began JD3 na Pl^D"1

"Jinx bvft "ia . . , TIN !>N, so that quite half the line

is lost at the beginning, and probably something at the end.

Line 2. The names are quite uncertain. Not [piojrv which is fern, in

22 89
. . . liT^ probably, as Ungnad suggests, part of a compound

name.

Line 3. UMN rather than laNN (as Ungnad). Cf. ,aTN 1 Chron. 11 37
?

N"ana popular for iTO" cf. N^T i 4
2

. Ungnad takes it as
' knees '.

No. 57.

Fragments of a letter. No date. The readings are mostly as in

Ungnad, the facsimile being indistinct.

Sachau, plate 38. Ungnad, no. 46.

. . . nbv N3rv!> \hv

. . . tS hfh 11 frm[a

... in ... *
, ,

. . . naota . ,

. . . Tl . .

. . . vh na  ,

. . . n n€3

. . . t&& .

. . . jny .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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1
. . . Greeting to Yathna ; greeting to ... .

~ 2 hats .... 3

4
your welfare . . .

5 6 7 ... like the waters of . . .
8

greeting . . .

9 time ... 10

Line 2. urb. The D is more like ft, but }tn does not occur.

Line 7. ^65 probable. Ungnad only K> , .

Line 8. Ungnad adds a—very doubtful.

No. 58.

Fragment. The recto
(1. 3) contains what may be part of the address

of a letter. The verso
(11. 1, 2), in an unskilful hand, contains two lines

imperfect at the beginning (and at the end ?) There is no sign of any-

thing above or below them. The letters are rather wide apart, but there

are no spaces between words. Sachau thinks it may be Hebrew, but

after dividing it in various ways, I have failed to extract any meaning
from it, either as Hebrew or Aramaic. Perhaps it is best to regard it as

a learner's writing exercise, bearing no relation to the recto. It was

written on an old scrap of papyrus torn from a letter, and already bearing

the words in 1. 3.

Sachau, plate 37. Ungnad, no. 43.

. . . tbwtbwbyrhxQ ... 1

. . , ri>B*5jh5,Wot£p ... 2

va» -12 .... na ... 3

Of lines 1 and 2 the meaning is uncertain. Line 3 . . . b. Shabbethai.

Line 2. »5p"IB. The p might be a n, and the 3 a 3.

Line 3. Ungnad reads "Htty after the first 13.

No. 59.

The top left-hand corner of a document in demotic Egyptian. The

Aramaic endorsement shows it to be an affidavit, if the two sides are

related.

Sachau, plate 39. Ungnad, no. 49.

Recto, a demotic document.

Verso. . . jon nna n novo naD

Verso, endorsement : Deed of an affidavit, which Haman wrote . . .

M 2
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noio 'd cf. 44
1

.

pn seems to be a complete name, but it does not occur again in these

papyri. The traces of letters after it do not belong to it.

No. 60.

A Greek letter.

Fragments, of which the larger contains part of a letter in Greek to

'

king Ptolemy '. On one of the small fragments are traces of Aramaic

writing, but nothing can be read with certainty. The date is said (judging

from the writing) to be early in the third century b. c.

The text was published in F. Preisigke's Sammelbuch griech. Urhinden

i (19 1 5) no. 51 1 1, from which the reading here is taken. It is clearly

the beginning of a letter reporting some attack by Ethiopians (on

Elephantine or Syene ?) which the writer helped to repel.

Sachau, plate 39. Ungnad, no. 48.

/?a]cnA.€t 7TToA€/xatwi xaipeiv 7r€/)Taios dpi>oi'[<£ios

]<£ . . . . Ka.Tef3r]crav aWioires ica[i eJ-n-oAiopK^crai'

~\(j>pa.KTev(xi eyw kgu Suo dSeA<£oi (TT^adfxov (s)

](r
. v ivl fiorjOeiav koL dvciAojuej^

1 To king Ptolemy, greeting. Pertaeus, son of Amup/u's ... 2
. . . .

Ethiopians came down and besieged . . .
3

. . . . I . . . and my two

brothers ... 4 .... to help and we destroyed . . .

Pine 3. . . . c/>paKTeino. The <£ is doubtful, as well as the meaning.

If it is a verb, the present tense seems unsuitable. cn-[a#/AoV] does not

seem a very happy conjecture.

No. 61.

An inventory.

On the reverse of a papyrus of the Behistun inscription. There are

two columns, of which the first contains part of the end of the inscription

(see p. 253) and the other contains this list or inventory. The date is

lost. The reading is particularly difficult, owing to the broken and dis-

coloured state of the papyrus. The text here differs a good deal from

that of Ungnad and Sachau.

Sachau, plate 55, col. 2. Ungnad, no. 67, ii.

B>]rti *T pD3 pa[T] 1

]t£ •an in pn 2

]\3 0]m »l pDa 3
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nn f|D3 D3 4

.
///

eji^a 5

• • • •

6

cp^a 7

// ;n[nn]D n . 8

/// bin®
1

? , . n 9

n« H
Jy par 10

. . . roe> ti[)6 /] ova 12

/"3 b> (?)pjd3 . . pra 13

\ PjD3 D3 14

. . .
/ b* [p]ep 15

///.... T 16

\/////, . (?)^l 17

/.../// 35 18

*9

1 Memorandum : cups of bronze . . .
2 Hanan b. Haggai . . .

3
cups

of bronze 21 . . .

4
cup of silver, one . . .

5_7 8 of 2 s/a/ers . . .

... to eat, 3 . . .

10 Memorandum : 'Ani . . .
u Mannuk/ b. 'Ananiah 12 on day / of ^4dar,

year . . .
13
cups . . . the sum of 2 1 shekels u

cup of silver, 1 :
15

they

are worth shekels . . .
16_19

Line 1. p3T 'memorandum' as in 32
1,2

.

Line 5. fjl^a is probable, as in 1. 7, or fpta. Meaning?
After 1. 9 there is a blank space, and a horizontal stroke.

Line 10 begins a new list, "oy or "ojy a name ?

Line 12 contained a date which was no doubt nearly that of writing.

"H is fairly certain. Sachau f)D[x] Epiphi, and one would expect an

Egyptian month.

Line 13. After f>D3 probably a numeral. f]D3 is only a conjecture,

but it is better than Ungnad's pa.
Line 15. [i^Bp

1 'are valued at'? Cf. i5
1Ga

. & or ///as Ungnad.
After 1. 19 the papyrus is blank.
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The following (nos. 62-68) are for the most part groups of small dis-

connected scraps. The reading of them as printed by Sachau has been

revised with the facsimiles and a few passages have been restored, but in

the absence of context it is not possible to make much out of them.

They do not admit of connected translation, but points of interest are

treated in the commentary.

No. 62.

No. 1. The verso of a Behistun fragment.

Probably accounts, like no. 61. Beginnings of lines only.

Sachau, plate 56 (reverse). Ungnad, no. 68 E.

No. 1.
f]jn 1

-f- 2

]"U apjnaa rvo 3

n]nr» -12 pn par 4

]na nm^y . . . b 5

]«3 Te> . «!? 6

spa 7
No. 3. , p 1

. h 2

. H2 3

» nn 4

. PT / 5

,i>/6
. rb 7

Nos. 2, 4, 8, 9 Behistun fragments.
Nos. 5-7, 10-20 unimportant.

Line 2 a mark of division, not like that in Ahikar. Perhaps only a

horizontal stroke crossed through.

Line 3. 2p]})22 cf. 2623,28 and 22 20 where it is preceded by flKO

(centuria) which may perhaps be read or intended here. The father's

name is not mentioned in either passage.

Line 4. par as in 6i 1,1&
» The / here and in 1. 5 (in Ungnad) does

not belong to the line.

No. 3. The verso of a Behistun fragment (11. 18-28). Unimportant.
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No. 63.

On the back of a Behistun fragment (11. 1-15).

Accounts or inventory, like no. 61, in two columns. Beginnings of

11. 1-7 lost. Ends of 11. 8-16 lost.

Sachau, plate 53 (reverse). Ungnad, no. 69.

Col. i.

]?$ xn . . Spa [//] ///[-»] nap / . . 1

\//[/] b e> D^-inx nn:x &nn ////.,. 2

blank.

\/// |nd // a ia[, . . m]ar ma -p . , . 3

. . . sF nota b . . . 4

Is... 5

blank.

-13 s3y , . 13 [yo]B*i.T$>N x . . . 6

X . . . 7

Col. ii.

]////// rw *
. . . n3 mar 8

]5n ma X3r6 nnry 9

blank.

] Bii>K> 13 eroo b par 10

] . a // a /// px tw 1 1

]
;f tarh n»[n]ry ^y paT 12

] . . n N3-i x5 . . y x.y pan 13

blank.

] . . . h "wan n n^p par m
]/7T-> rus? ejBNa ysrix 13 n^[ua] 15

] y-nao rrra p-> . . S> am . . , 16

Line 1. The numeral as restored is fairly certain, cf. 1. 15 which is

probably the same or the next year.

Line 2. X^n. Ungnad eft. ®avrjs in Greek papyri. B*0*inx.

Ungnad eft. Ahartise. & no doubt for f?\>V. 3 not for ep3, as

Ungnad. It must be some term defining ppW.

Line 3. "]3 . . . may be n . . . There is a "113* m3 n3PI3 in 22 107
.

Line 6. [yD^in^K might be ///""in^X, but there are faint traces of

yia. The name occurs elsewhere, but the father is not mentioned.
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Line 8. /// /// riJC is against what was said on 1. 1.

Line 9. Nothing between mry and S'jn?. It is merely a large n.

a:rb as in 1. 12 seems to be some term descriptive of Azariah. In

Ahikar 83 run? the 7 is a preposition.

Line 10. ?JJ (as in 1. 12) after pat, is unusual. For the name

cf. 44
1
.

Line 11. II 2 is written. Probably meant for 111 as usual in

measurements. Then a blank before a new entry.

Line 12. 'f or
[N")]J3 as in 1. 9.

Line 13. pn can only mean 'secondly', referring to Azariah, who

was previously mentioned in 1. 9. N,y Ungnad Npy improbable. It

may be N^SDD written close together.

Line 14. N^p cf. TY»ip in i
2
,
the 27th year of Darius, and 5

2
,
the 15th ,

year of Xerxes. "15Pa.fl. In Hebrew the Hiphil means 'to come to

an agreement '. In later Aramaic the Pael means to
'

settle
' an

obligation, so that the Aphel (not used) might mean the same '

to pay '.

On an ostrakon (Sayce and Cowley M, 11. 5, 6, 8) the word "i^in is used

in a somewhat similar sense. It is tempting to identify the two words,

but 1 seems clear there, and a here.

Line 15. iT?[lJD] is only conjectural. The papyrus is creased. The
name occurs elsewhere, but the father is not mentioned. Date perhaps

as in 1. 1.

No. 64.

Fragments 1-16 belong to Behistun.

Sachau, plate 57. Ungnad, no. 70 B.

No. 17. «na[ No. 18. ]pyts> *«?[»

pN?[a .]?y fro5[

blank.

]*j?iri5 . . . No. 19. ]no*pn .[

m«[ i]n rut* n[

No. 20. ]tm*PB>n[ No. 21. ]b>? , [

]T?y n?e>[ ]ixa[ ] , ?aa[

]nap jv5[?

]n mnn n[JB> No. 22. ]n[

.]dn jnvo[p ]fa[

]n»a n[

]n5e> . . [



No. 23.
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No. 3.

No.

No. 7.

No. 10.

No. 12.

No. 14.

ARAMAIC TAPYRI No. 65

] . jDnn^ ron

]n rn* /// /// /[//

]insn . . , . na[

Jnccn |&n[3 pj]d3 [.

n[ar] n"isd Sunn nn

demotic.

PN[. . . 1]3 H3?[

]rv3[

It
]
»

|Bna[

3>n5[

]n3[

]5aS[

H3]T N2D[3

No. 17. ].T^[

No. 4.
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No. 7. From a contract to which no. 11 also belongs. They are

combined thus :

]ms*5 . . . ro[

]rre>en ?cn[3 «|]D3[

«3 tsnrm . . . dds] ri[ii] nisd 5unn t5 [, . . , ana

demotic.

bn[. . n]a nil [w . . . nn . . .]5bb "rnc[

. . .] n»a [ ] B»n[M
1. 1. hardly ["i]inx3. 1. 3. Clearly the end of the body of the contract,

giving the scribe's name. But DWnn is feminine. 1. 4 in demotic.

No doubt a witness. Griffith reads on no. 7, 'H-e[-'r-ty-s] i. e. Ah[artais],

Cf. DWnX 632. The demotic on no. 11 is uncertain. 1. 5.

Witnesses' names in their own handwriting. , . . 3£2. Possibly *DU3.

At any rate an Egyptian name. 1. 6. twen[K] cf. 17
1

. But there is

a trace of a letter (n ?) after £>, which is against this reading.

No. 8. Sachau thinks this may belong to nos. 7, 9, n-13, but I

doubt if they are all in the same hand. ttfltatS". The * is very

unusual in form.

No. 9. un, perhaps . . unr or ruinan.

No. 10. Unimportant.
No. it. See under no. 7,

Nos. 12, 13. Unimportant.
No. 14. The writing is unusual. Notes (if so). The N is late.

No. 15. [n]*iy3tJO. Sachau. Witness's name at the end of a deed.

Cf. 2 19
, 3

23
.

No. 16. Unusual writing. Reading quite uncertain.

No. 17. Unimportant.

No. 18. End of a deed. Cf. io22 .

No. 66.

Sixteen fragments of legal and similar documents.

Sachau, plate 59. Ungnad, no. 72.

No. 1. ]k»-iaa nne[B> n:r No. 2. ]ne[

n]DB> "1D3DD "13 n[ ]n "13 k[

bjwo p»na Dnnn»]u> n Nna:[ ]3td[

]nf PD |TM[ ] . 3^3 l[

] . b nn:a a[np ] . . . [

blank. blank.
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No. 3.

No. 5.

No. 7.

No. 9.

No. n.

No. 13.

No. 14.

No. 15.
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recounting the names of the men responsible for the destruction, and

praying for their punishment and for the restoration of the temple.

The foreign names in fragments 1 and 6 agree with this, and the mention

of Cambyses and the (native) king of Egypt imply a reference to the

history of the temple, as in no. 30.

No. 2 is probably part of the same as no. 1. The blank space shows

the relative position of the lines. They are not continuous, but that

is not surprising, if they were as long as in no. 30.

No. 3. Not by the same hand as no. 1. In 1. 3 the surface has

flaked off.

No. 4. From the beginning of a contract relating to barley.

No. 5. Probably not by the same hand as no. 1.

No. 6. See on no. 1. m33 Persian Bagadata (Theodorus). In

3
24 he has an Egyptian (?) father. The context is the same as in 30

13—
the city of Yeb, the king of Egypt, Cambyses.

No. 7. Subject obscure. The name is Persian. Probably not

p-nnx .

No. 8. From the end of a deed. 'OJy "D }ni wrote io 20
. n'JTX

cf. 12 8
,
18 5

. The 1 has two strokes, but the writing is rough, and it

may be so.

No. 9. From the beginning of a letter.

No. 10. "idji^ 'to Onophris' (Sachau).

No. 11. Unimportant.

No. 12. D^IDK apparently an Egyptian name. Not D^inX as above.

No. 13. Perhaps from a lease or conveyance, as in 6".

No. 14. Possibly part of the same as no. 13. Cf. 6 22
.

No. 15. From a similar document, giving measurements of a house as

in 8 4,5 . inyE? is certain, and confirms N[yi]E> p. Sachau and

Ungnad read *nyc6, and ascribe the fragment to Behistun.

No. 16. From a contract. . , , : no doubt is part of n: (Sachau).

No. 67.

Eighteen fragments of legal documents, &c.

Sachau, plate 60. Ungnad, no. 73.

No. 1. na]B> *2\yrb[ No. 2. ]ai> ///// a [5

]b mnN[ ]b nr6tyn[
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No. 3. ]brb pflD *»"W ff5[ No. 4. Jn -nb6[

] pa nnna[ }f >»™ M
] nxi^Di nowv[

No. 5. ]22b y\y{ No. 6. ]db "O f[

H3T Wtf p 130 npm[ ]55 12 d5[

n . ] "*[< « • • •

No. 7. b »[
No. 8. ]PB nff nff

No. 9. ]3t?[
No. 10. Nn]

;3TD *T //// B*[

] .
/ nnno[ bw]tA " 7// /7/ "» rust

No. 11. ] pw[K No. 12. ] *iff nns

] D^ [
  « •

No. 13. ]// nun no[ No. 14. ]»n[

]j» '»[ ] . ***[

]=i«[ ]» 1^ . [

ann[ > ^n d[

]n S3[
blank.

No. 15. Iff =j[
No. 16. ]// f?p&[

3™ ha[ ]PW KSD3[

No. 17. ].Nnv[ No. 18. ]nainp^[

No. 1. From the beginning of a contract. HUTO Babylonian name,

probably of the degel, cf. 202
.

No. 2. Unusual hand. From a contract? The date ('on the 5th of

P . .
.')

is not that of the deed, as there are traces of a previous line.

No. 3. p31D 'a man of Syene'. Cf. 24
33

, 33°. Yethoma and

Selu'a are sisters in i
1,2

,
to which this may refer.

No. 4. From the beginning of a contract. fp if right and a

complete name, cf. 22 117
.
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No. 5. Common form in contracts.

No. 6. Reading uncertain. The hand is like that of some of the

ostraka. Perhaps a list of names.

No. 7. Ends of lines, of a letter ?

No. 8. From a contract. Unusual hand.

No. 9.
' One stater ', cf. 37

12 &c.

No. 10. From a contract. [Nfl}:iD (Sachau) is doubtful. The

date, which is fairly certain, is no doubt of Darius II (406 B.C.).

No. 11. Perhaps from a letter.

No. 12. Unusual hand. Otherwise unimportant.
No. 13. Reading and meaning uncertain. The n and U have unusual

forms. Cf. no. 2.

No. 14. Meaning uncertain. From a contract ?

No. 1 5. From the beginning of a letter ?

No. 16. From a contract.

No. 17. Unimportant.

No. 1 8. Note the imperf. of npb without \>.

No. 68.

Twelve fragments of legal documents, letters and accounts. Mostly
with writing on both sides.

Sachau, plate 61. Ungnad, no. 74.

No. 1. Obv.
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No. 3. Obscure.

No. 4. From a contract. The name is evidently [rpn]t33D, which is

spelt 'oQO in the endorsement. There is nothing to show whether this

was the notorious daughter of Mahseiah.

No. 5. From a letter or contract ?

No. 6. Unimportant.

No. 7. Obscure. In 11. 3 and 4 7RM ?

No. 8. From a letter to nnD from her brother. The name may be

short for 7NH)"lD, which is known.

No. 9. From a letter ?

No. 10. From a contract? ply, if right,
= Heb. jmy. Reverse,

names (of witnesses?). Sachau's "WOJ is probable.

No. n. Accounts, cf. 61. Beginnings of lines. 1. 2. [j]lttn a

name(?). Or pen as in 54
s '11

? 1. 4. The date is added in the margin.

1. 5. bl introducing a total. Rev. 1. 1. pen or p»n as obv. 1. 2.

1. 2. W nrHO as in 24
s6 'district of Thebes'. Not 'our city' (as

Sachau).

No. 12. Beginnings of lines from a report. 1. 3. , . mx a Persian

name. Reverse, endorsement, as in contracts, but written at right

angles to the obverse. The name is uncertain.

The following (nos. 69-78) have been already published in the CIS.

They are all fragmentary and very difficult to interpret. They are

reprinted here for the sake of completeness because they evidently

belong to the same period and class as the documents from Elephantine.

Moreover the discovery of the better preserved texts has thrown light on

some points which were previously obscure. As they have been carefully

edited in the CIS a full commentary is unnecessary here. Only diver-

gences from the views taken there will be noted.

No. 69.

Six fragments, not all belonging to the same document. B is certainly

in a different hand from the rest.

Ungnad suggests that they are part of a story. They may, however,

belong to a letter or petition or report narrating one of the many
troublesome incidents in the history of the colony. The reading through-

out is very uncertain and the fragments are too much broken to admit of

translation. They were first published by Lepsius in his Denkmaler,

vol. xii, pi. 124, and afterwards in CIS ii, 1, 149. From the character

t6'J» N
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of the writing it seems that they belong to the same period as the rest of

these texts, and that they probably came from Elephantine.

Fragment A is in two columns.

Sachau, plate 51. Ungnad, no. 64. CIS. ii, 1, no. 149, plate xix.

A

]v mnn^ .... 1

JfinnsjDD by bbv [nnx
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Col. ii, 1. 4. TinDST (Ungnad) seems the only way of making a word

of it, but the N1 is very doubtful. 1. 8. bbi very uncertain. Hardly

&D. 1. 10. ninr6. The Egyptian god Thoth rather than the month.

1. 11. \// probable. Ungnad C 1. 13. \wrb a name '

to W.'

No. 70.

Beginning of a letter. Cf. 30
1 and often.

CIS. ii, 1, no. 144, plate xv.

tb~p D^riD -\12V ncnnnn \s-ib b$ 1

•vjrv '"in-' '•n-id nt-i^i mn ton 2

1 To my lord Mithravahisht, your servant Pahim, greeting . . .

2
Living,

happy and prosperous may my lord be exceedingly . . .

Line 1. nKVmn» a Persian name. ' Mithra is best'. [D?]ti>. There

is a trace of the B\ The line was probably long, and continued chw

py ban ?nb* k"dp nta "-n-id.

Line 2. XTl with NT~lK>1 mn is best taken as in CIS 'vivus', but the

emphatic forms are strange.
,N"1D not vocative, but subject of ^I.T.

f\TY> is jussive, not a mere by-form of mrp. ["
I

'
,

]n> c ^- 3°
3

- The n

is certain, not p.

No. 71.

Two fragments, perhaps belonging to the same text, which no doubt

was a story. Apparently Bar Punes had done some meritorious service

for which he was suitably rewarded by the king.

CIS. ii, 1, no. 145, plate xvi.

A. Recto.

D]rfc Dn[3D]a too"1 ah)

]np far ny Dnn»np

]b3N
s

p-inx jovai

j]an wmb npnv

~\b
b^« bapi nzbi ^n^prvi

]hn"i6 >33 mi rnBM runo

]na \l//^3 pp
N 2
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A. Verso.

y]ocn Naina n tnnDn bv *aa^[ 10

]sata my nnx in twia na
[

n

ray]i ion xata »? n^o smib na [
12

]rn "j^n anna inn ton r6o[p 13

~\timv «n n*3^ n jcaen if $n» i[
1 4

]T^di hw pnn* «i> td-ui -^N3[ 15

|n]WD3 1 sata laiw i?y 6?[3ia -13 16

B. Recto.

]njyoi pyn n3^d[ 17

]nnp n mr[ 18

*]mni> may na p »nAn[n 19

*nn]fop [n]o» nnxa vb\b[ 20

d]puoi »KDna tnnycf 21

Jnnpm inn i[r 22

]nny bt6i \nbvt oy n[ 23

]pin« [jovai] . . 3 . 3v[ 24

B. Verso.

]*ni3N n$> jn? n [ 25

n] pmso »nbn up[jan*» 26

]piw p[*b 27

JSi snpns naSni no[ 28

]e«n pajnSi id[ 29

]tbo naoa nan^y ty[ 30

h] nnap^ fnaaf 31

]»jyn rb jncN^[ 32

]h i^n . . . I^Q3 nm[ 33

1 And he shall not fill their belly with bread . . .
2
every man the

sufferings of their fathers . . .
3 before them until they should build

a c\ty (?)...
4 And in after days he shall eat . . .

5
righteousness to his

father, and shall sell . . .
6 And he shall weigh it in his heart

(?)
and one

shall kill ... 7 his lord, and one shall set free the sons of his lord . . .

8
bread, and the gods of Egypt shall be assembled ... 9

44 years . . .

10 to my sons concerning the testimony (?) of the king and he

heard ... u
it was Bar Punes. Then the king answered • •
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12 Bar Punes the words which the king said and he answered . . .

13 thou hast killed them, thou shalt go with the sword of thy

troops, and ... u ... he shall make up for(?) this, and the prisoners
whom thou hast captured this year ... 15 ... in these, and thy bones

shall not go down to the grave, nor thy spirit ... 16
. . . Bar Punes

1

over

the hosts of the king, and set him among the officers . . .

17
. . . the king, and he cried out and measured (?)...

18
. . . this which

happened . . .
19

. . . thou shalt hang him. Thus as thou didst to his sons . . .

20
. . . unless (?)

in a place by the sea thou hast killed him 21
. . . ? ? ?

22
. . . this, thou shalt go and drink ... 23

. . . with (the) gods, and he

whispered, help . . .
2i and in after days . . .

25
. . . which his father shall give him ... 26 ... the gods of Egypt shall

be assembled, who ... 27
. . . Egy\>l, and they shall be . . .

28
. . . and

righteousness shall perish ... 29
. . . and the man was taken out . . .

30 ... on account of his money ... 31 ... his body to its grave, and . . .

32
. . . and they shall speak to him and he shall answer ... ^

for half ....

Line 2. '•Ta. One would expect "axa, if it means '

pains '. Drvms

is more probable than DPPn?N. Cf. pTOK 'our fathers' 30
13

.

Line 3. Dnnolp. CIS Drvcp, but the spaces are too large for \ Cf.

in»np 'before you' Ahikar 101. . . 1p CIS
[iY»]-)p.

Line 4. 'ns* }OV21. Cf. Ahikar 39, 52 &c.

Line 6. n5?2. The 2 is more like a 1.

Line 7. mt^l may mean 'set free' (CIS) but? Above the line are

the letters 23, faint, palimpsest?

Line 10. NViDn CIS 'testimonium', but the root is always written

with {? in these texts. The 1 might be a 3.

Line n. in belongs to what precedes, and inx begins a new sentence,

as e. g. in Ahikar passim.

Line 13. T^Tl 3*1113 CIS 'with the sword of thy strength'. Perhaps,

rather ' with the sword of thy troops
'

i. e. with thy armed forces, addressed

to the king.

Line 14. ibrp very uncertain. "jl CIS 1^». NnJP NT3 cf. 21 3
.

Line 15. )inrT» with an accusative as in 42
7

,
but in 42

11 with 7.

?1NB> is certain. It does not occur elsewhere in these texts. j??\2

thy shadow i. e. thy spirit or soul.

Line 16. 'thx more likely 'thousands' than 'officers', as CIS. [jn]VJtD3.

CIS takes it as a name. The restoration adopted here would be suitable,

if the word is possible in Aramaic.

Line 17. FiS'DI fairly certain. Perhaps 'measured' cf. 9
4

,
rather than

' anointed '.

Line 18. mp (CIS Nip by a slip),
no doubt 'happened'.

Line 19. V3 p probably begins a new sentence.
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Line 20. N?17 CIS 'nisi' as later. But 1? 'if in these texts seems to

occur only in the compound 17 jn. Perhaps it Is a noun. The lost letter

preceding it looks like V. Or is it N7 17 |n ? ]?Bp [k]0* is more probable

than CIS 7DP"
1 D\ NO' "inN3 like Heb. en H3H03 ' a place by the sea '.

Line 21. D~irw. So CIS. The "1 is more like D, but 3 is possible.

Line 22. nfiKTll. The second n is fairly certain. CIS H7BT11.

Line 24. }3" are clear, and nns probable, which suggests JGV31 before it.

Line 26.
1t?[J3J"p] as in 1. 8. >T printed as certain in CIS, is not

visible on the facsimile.

Line 29. ID . . , CIS 13 , . ,

Line 30. new IsFby. CIS
[<]t ni33 n3 "]7J?, but the names are not

known. Reading very uncertain.

Line 31. fn3B doubtful. CIS pm^] is hardly possible. nn3p7 (or

rt73p7). Probably a noun rather than infin. Pael. ... 71 printed as

certain in CIS, is not visible on the facsimile.

Line 32. "OjrT CIS nyx, but 3 is more probable than n.

Line 33. "]7n not a Hebraism for inn, which is used in 1. 22.

No. 72.

Fragment, written on both sides, containing accounts for wine,

evidently referring to a private household rather than to a trade.

There are parts of two columns on either side, but the right-hand

column in each case is nearly all lost. The lines were short, and each

as a rule contained a single complete entry.

CIS does not say where the papyrus was found. It may not have

come from Elephantine. The writing is not like that of the other

documents, and is perhaps somewhat later, but as it is no doubt the

work of a man who was not a professional scribe, it is not easy to judge.

CIS. ii, 1, no. 146, plate xvii.

*bnb m»a nnpsj

]p*m> \"a7p }tv "inn Nmtj6 '•bnb? v3

// p37p v 7i7p p-rco Knnp? ^kz 1

? 1 1 3

]///// pND p-M3 nnn nDB 13 Nm?7 3VI

=)B> 1VI T?J? /// p37P // }7l7p 133

\ 717P p[ns]D nny nip ybv ?.3[

\ 717P r*rc»[

\ ^37p p*D K?.t"[

3iTn» S
T

,|

BK3[
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\W>P p»D . . M
'*?[
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Line 1. nrvnD more probably than arono (CIS). The end is blotted.

As it is at the end of the line, the sentence must have continued in 1. 2,

probably with T3 'given into the hand of. nnpB3 translated 'ex-

penses
'

is rather
' what was served out '.

Line 2. Hff\*W? perhaps as CIS 'pro prandio '. }"P¥. We have

corroboration of the large trade in Syrian jvine in the numerous jar-

handles bearing Phoenician names published by Sachau on pi. 69 sqq.

*2?p only found in this papyrus.

Line 4. 3TI if not a mistake, must be a popular form for 3\T .

Line 5. 133 as elsewhere frequently. CIS f]33, but the use of 133 was

unknown at the time. The end of the line is quite unintelligible.

Line 6. The first word looks like ^>33 or ^23 (?). ybv
' on your

account
'

i. e. for the master to whom the return is made. nny CIS

the Egyptian god. If so, it was an offering, and Egyptian wine was

used. But this is doubtful.

Line 8. CIS Ml.
Line 11. nns as a name occurs in 40

2
.

Reverse.

Line 14. •\li2b (not }V) a Persian name compounded with baga ?

CIS "1133^.

Line 15. inQK must be a god-name.

Line 16. *DX not very clear, but must be so. Nnn7N CIS T)3*1

would not be used in this Aramaic. The last letter is almost certainly n.

The first letter is probably N, and there is room for rh, though it is

hardly legible. Cf. rmrbn 14
5

.

Line 17. ri3n is certain. Not as CIS.

Line 20. S5"n3N CIS n3113N. Very uncertain.

Lines 21, 22. Supply probably [NmtJ>p.
Line 23. NnSs rather than NWS (CIS). Meaning?

No. 73.

Fragments of accounts, perhaps by one hand, put together without

regard to their original position. Owing to their lack of connexion they

present little of interest except the names, which, however, are not always

legible. They are all Egyptian, so that the use of Aramaic is remarkable,

unless the steward was a foreigner (Jew ?).

CIS. ii, 1, no. 147, plate xviii.
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Dn»Sn H///i-wi*>\/\//W/vb>/"ZZ 3

e>so i> . . 5i>
sdnod -12 »snroyS> 3[\t 4

fryb lj -9-^*»//\//\// 5

» »y"I ^>33 15 6

... 2 myiv "rb . . ne>B3 nps[: 7

N^Dn ma Kirb aw 8

T^i ^"abi sb ''dndd "12 D3nn:y[b 9

// . . . DUP 12 U3WW6 ..3io

ftnavft 13 ... 02 12 tannannias^ n
tra \//-> P3DDSJ^ LJ 12

// ill -3^1 »yi ibwmp na kdob^ "yi 13

NJ1JHO npQJ 14

-3-^ *yn Djnos^ lj bw 15

3-3-3 iD^an "13 Yrnntcb lj 16

////-9*> \l\ll \ll -»y-| b 17

1
? ? ?

2 He is the servant. 3
23885 ... 4 Given to 'Anhhapi b.

Petisi ... 5 ... 850
6 ... in all 10 re'i.

7 Personal expenses : ...

will be done ... 8 Given to Tebo daughter of 9 To 'Anhhabis

b. Petisi. To me and to my son and to . . . (?)
10 To Sahpimu b.

Senut". . . 2.
n To Peteharpohrat b. Pet .

v
. .... 12 LJ to Neftisobku

... 13 ... 13
re'i. To Pemeso b. Sahpimu, 125 re'i.

u Town

expenses :
15 LJ to Petehnum 60 re'i.

IG LJ to Ahrehib b. Hapimu 60.

17 Total re'i 814.

Line 1. ~{?V, cf. 7vb]} 78
1

. I do not know the word. KDJ3 cf. 1. 8.

It looks like WB33. CIS '

ratio corporum viritim '.

Line 2. ND^[y] probable. CIS only D. in. A side-stroke is missing.

Hence CIS U.

Line 3. *(? for pj^K as in the Behistun text.

Line 7. 'Expenses for himself (ipse, the master) i.e. personal

expenses.

Line 9. '31 "b very faint and uncertain.

Line 10. BMP probable. CIS BVVi.

Line n. 'ntasb. The S is really a 3.

Line 12. 'b& or 'bb^ b.

Line 15. D^nDsb possible, but it is more like DIHDB^ as CIS.
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No. 74.

Fragment of a list of names, all probably Egyptian.

CIS. no. 148, plate xv.

xp.n na^e »bpb na sbb i

... :n aSya nn n[»]fi "in -)£>»D3 2

. . . [n]aa na pa 3

nomy na moo 4

^dndb 12 vnn 5

tJNOB "13 DJn 6

1 Peti b. Pahapi, his half is . . .
2 Pasmasak b. Paw?/th b. Ne'ezab,

in. . . .
3 Pamen b. Ban?'/ ... 4 Smitu b. 'Anhmuth. 5 Hadiu b. Petisi.

6 Hons b. Petisi.

Line 1. Np.n CIS Knm, but the 1 might be "l, "I or 3. The p is

more probable than n, cf the n in 11. 4, 6.

Line 2. n[o]B. A O is the most likely letter to fill the space. Cf. 72*.

3Yy3 CIS 3XtM, neither very probable names.

Line 4. The final n is partly visible.

Line 5. "inn. CIS eft. mn, but ? *DKDB. Traces of '•D are visible.

No. 75.

Fragment, very difficult. It can hardly be taken as in CIS.

The stroke after 1. 5, and the summing up with 73 are both charac-

teristic of accounts. The reading of )bw$ is certain (1. 5), and if this has

its ordinary meaning, the papyrus would seem to contain an inventory of

a plantation.

CIS. ii, 1, no. 150, plate xx.

. . . yjpip inoa rom-i 1

. . . Nnfhp jptMrn 2

ypn]p jnoa nnSnx 3

Nm]-ip nnDpnpB 4

. . .-'9 i?CN b_ 5

. . . ncN »jn 6

. . . f]7B»K n3D3"l 7

. . . \n runns 8

. . . ]]b[m] 7[3 9
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Translation quite uncertain.

Line 1. nanan as in 1. 7. CIS ' domina tua', but the suffix never has

this form in the papyri. It can hardly be a Hebraism. yn03 as

in 1. 3, where it might be yDCQ. Hardly y)V2 'east', or = F10
' narrow

'

?
y]p"lp> . CIS trip is hardly possible. It might be , . nip.

Line 2. W»jm a name? for n^OJn cf. ^NDJn Jer. 32
7 &c. Or cf. tain

('frost'?) in Ps. 78
47

.

Line 3. nn5nx so CIS. The second letter is not like n, and the 2 is

more like D.

Line 4. 'npQ an Egyptian name compounded with nna.

Line 6. "on perhaps like Dm '

again ', beginning a new series.

Line 9 probably as 1. 5
'

total, tamarisks . . .'

No. 76.

Fragment of a report of legal proceedings. Very little can be read

with certainty on the facsimile, so that the text is for the most part that

of CIS.

CIS. ii, 1, no. 151, plates xx and xxi.

. .  *jr snv t . . ton pi //-» n ^b . . . ids ly onm . . . 1

,
ny

. • O? Nnv ni3 ? . . , . eon nniaai n . , , 2

. . . nja wk[b!>]-> ovn n^[n]^ ir Nnv n . . . 3

. . . Dy . b rbmn by jn 4

1
. . . seal, till ... 12 r and thus they (?) said to you : this Zeho . . .

before
2

. . . and his colleagues . . . was done to . . . daughter (?) of this

Zeho ... 3
. . . this Zeho to Yedoniah (?) on the 10th day of Paiim,

now ... 4
. . . will give, on the petition of

Line 1. no& J3 //"> 1 restored from pi. xxi. Possibly it was "p 1"IDX,

in which case there may have been another name after
"]T xnV. At

the end perhaps Dnp.

Line 2. "I . , . the end of a name. fn5 very doubtful.

Line 3. n s

:[l]^. It is doubtful if 1 would fill the space. ^'[s^].
As V)l is clear, this is more probable than ''SNS? (CIS), but the name

does not occur for certain elsewhere.

Line 4. jn . . . part of jnj.
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No. yy.

Small fragment of the beginning of a letter.

CIS. ii, i, no. 152, plate xx.

. . . »K"lO D^P I

. . . n]on *in D^y 2

Reverse.

... by nan ... 3

1 The welfare of my lord ... 2 A servant there . . .

Line 1. *tnQ is certain. Not N3"l as CIS.

Line 2. D^y probable, though the y has an unusual form.

Line 3 apparently the address.

No. 78.

Fragment of accounts, very difficult to read on the facsimile.

CIS. ii, 1, no. 153, plates xx and xxi.

Obverse.

. . . m]'a naby 1

193 2

. . . \//\//tt> e]D3 3

. . . . \\ fb[p]B> *|D3 ^3 5

. . . VTQ S)D3 ^3 6

1 Accounts in the mwrt . . .
2
including

3 the sum of 6 shekels . . .

4 the value of 1 1 1 1 . . .
s total money, shekels 2 . . .

6 total money,
karash . . .

Line 1. ruby cf. 73
1
,
but the reading in both places is uncertain. It

must mean ' accounts '.

Line 2. 193 is now certain.

Line 4. >»n is probable, but does not seem suitable.

Line 5. jb[p]tP is more probable than the CIS reading.
Line 6. VTO (or plural) is no doubt right. The word was not known

to CIS.

The reverse is illegible.
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No. 79.

Fragment found at Elephantine near the site of the temple. It is not

included in Sachau's volume. As there is no facsimile the text is printed

here as in Ungnad's edition.

Cf. also De Vogue in Repertoire, 246 ;
Clermont-Ganneau in Recueil

vi, p. 246; Lidzbarski, Ephemeris ii, p. 217.

It seems to be part of an inventory or specification. Cf. no. 26.

Ungnad, no. 89.

, , , /[///] p|VJa rhn / pick tis //-» ;bn rnn tia 2

. . . n]nn / pidn >na ji?sn /// /// /// ion mn« n^ wa 3

. , . p]cra mn [/ nojx *ib // /// j»n mn[«] rvb 4

1
. . . .

2
including one of i 2 cubits, one cubit wide, 4 (?) hands

thick (?)...
3
including another board of 9 cubits and a half, 1 cubit

wide, . . . thick (?) . . .
4 another board of 5 cubits, 1 cubit wide, . . . hands

thick (?)

Line 1 is illegible.

Line 2. mn must be a third dimension, 'thickness'. Ungnad eft.

S"Vn
'

circumference '. This cannot be the exact sense here since the

object was 1 cubit wide. The thing is no doubt a rv6, whatever that

is (as in 11. 3, 4), not a single plank, but a flat surface of some kind.

No. 80.

Fragment found with no. 79. The writing is on both sides. There is

no facsimile, so that I have adopted here the readings of Clermont-

Ganneau (Recueil vi, p. 246), as printed by Ungnad. See alsoDe Vogue",

Repertoire 247; Lidzbarski, Ephemeris ii. p. 219. The text is too

fragmentary to give any connected sense. It seems to be a report of

some incident concerning the garrison from which legal proceedings

resulted.

Ungnad, no. 90.

. . . a by 1

n]ia in n[o]« 2

. DnniN» »a[n]i ttrb . . 3

. . . *jvk vb [b^n m-in 4

. . p]Dno Tin [mi] N^n 5

. ^n kt S[n]T3 jj« *i« 6
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Reverse.

. . . rrnno [n»]S p jy^ 7

. . . b now iran DruN 8

Nno[b] fnr 9

1 To B . . .
2
they said ... 3 ... to them, and their centurions . . .

4 his sword, there is no force . . .
5 this force, they were holders of . . .

G Now also this fortress (?)...
7 Now thus says Mithradates . . .

8
you, judges, say to . . .

9 he will give

to my lord (?)

Line 3. '"INO H

3[l]l no doubt ' heads of their hundreds' i. e. centurions

as Ungnad suggests. Cf. '3 nxo 2220 &c.

Line 5. [p]DTO for pDnno, is not very convincing. #

Line 8. nDX imperative.

Line 9. NnD[i>] read *NTB7 ? There was probably something after it.

The next three papyri are later than those from Elephantine.

No. 81.

This was published in PSBA, 1907, p. 260, with facsimiles. The

papyrus was bought by Sayce, with other fragments, from a dealer at

Luxor who believed them to have come from Kus. It was given by Sayce

to the Bodleian Library where it is referenced as MS. Aram. a. 1 (P). It

consists of two long strips about 20 X z\ inches (and some fragments).

The writing is on both sides and is divided into 10 columns running

down the width of the papyrus. Originally no doubt the two fragments

were united along the long edge and the columns were continuous across

both. Probably something is lost between the fragments (i.
e. in the

middle of each column) but hardly anything at the top or bottom. The

document evidently began with 1. 1. The columns are not always kept

distinct, but sometimes run into one another where the lines are long.

The lines often slope, so that the beginning or end is occasionally lost.

These two defects make the decipherment more than usually difficult.

The difficulty is further increased by the unskilful writing, by the broken

condition of the papyrus, by the condensed and disconnected nature of

the entries, by the abbreviations and by apparent inconsistencies of

the writer.

No date is given, but the many Greek names suggest the Ptolemaic
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period, and this is corroborated by the character of the writing, which

shows a much later stage of development than that of the Elephantine

documents. It is unlikely, however, that Aramaic survived, even in

individual cases, long after the time of Alexander, and we shall perhaps

not be far wrong in assuming a date about 300 b. c.

With regard to particular letters, N, 3, n, b, V have practically arrived

at the ordinary square shape : 3 has much the same form as in the

Elephantine documents : 1 and n are still indistinguishable : r is difficult

to distinguish from the unit \ : 3 and 3 when medial, have the tail bent,

but when final, it is straight : in O the right-hand stroke turns round,

thus approximating to the square form : D shows the most pronounced

change, being sometimes nearly joined below, as in the square form : p

only requires a longer tail to give it the square form : n much as at

Elephantine, but the left-hand stroke is shorter.

The text consists of accounts, not of a household (like no. 72), but

apparently of a business of some kind. Many entries seem to relate to

wine, others perhaps to money-lending, but the precise meaning of most

of them is obscure.

A peculiarity of this document is the way of writing the numerals. In

a series of units the last one or two or three are written sloping against

the preceding stroke, e. g. \\\///, but almost <?fl. In the PSBA, not

having found this arrangement before, I printed it as <?// &c, and took

it to represent a fraction, e.g. 3§. It is, however, simply a way of

writing 6, &c. (////// at Elephantine), due perhaps rather to a personal

fancy of the writer than to a later method. This value is proved by the

ratio regularly preserved (where the reading is certain) between the

number of ]& and the number of 1. Thus in 1. 62 \\\ 13 \\\/// pb,
' 6 bottles at

(i.
e. costing ?) 3 r '. Whatever the meaning is, it will be

found that 2 bottles always correspond to 1 r, if the units are read as here

suggested.

Another obscure combination is B\0. This must in some way mean

one half. Cf. 11. 96-98, where (if
2 bottles = 1 r) 5 bottles should be

valued (?) at z\ r, 3 bottles at i-| r, and 1 bottle at \ r. As a mere con-

jecture I suggest that S may be for ai?Q and that E may be for ?]D1D

'added' (the perfect Hophal occurs in Dan. 4
33

) or some such word.

The whole will then be equivalent to +^ (r6s I ^DID?).

The *l here, as elsewhere, is for mi '

quarter
'

(of a shekel). This is

shown by 1. 94 where 9 bottles should at the same rate be valued at 4^ r.

and the text has 'at 1 sh(ekel)+£ (r)'. Therefore 1 shekel = 4 r or

quarters.
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Col. a.

\-qk .... nana n wasy ppn i

\ -i \ d |ttan n"nar "T Nnava pvo^ 2

s \ \/// /// p \ d joan rrnap ma n"nacy 3

\\ -> n joan pcnS 4

. . . K \ T&F [P]mx 32 5

6

xw//////-» ^ , , j5[-u] 7

\ 11a Nana pn" // pna py[ot!> jo] 8

\ ana \ jna |o \\ P"u a"E>" *na» 10 9

\\ para Dnsn "an 10 10

. . by \ n \\\ n """Siva rran ma Nan 1 1

ma.D pn k • • • • 12

Col. b.

Col. c.

13

raw fnav "va snot? 14

"an na pyop k5sk^» pbo 15

•3-3 jxnona \ not? "not? aa 16

w -» janaa \ not? pyop aa 1 7

w//////tr 18

*» \/// j[ma] \ no^ pyot? aa 19

ahiD \/// \nbr12 \ no|>] |[iyoE> aa] 20

sine \y~> pnm 21

"?"*»\ jnta \ -»oe> mar innay 22

-> n joana \ noc nia? mnay aa 23

nn"aa \ not? jnn "an "nas> 24

\\// -3 a joana \ not? "an "naa> aa 25

. . . y "^i "13 jan" \[n]op rrra 26

*>\ pna 27

n"aa.. na ""n" pn] soan jna[i"] T3 28

pen "r \\\///nD»:n jnav Ta 29

spa "r w "jnna
-» epa "r n^an 30
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Col. d.

Col. e.

verso, Col. f.

\\ en *i:ry nn tbm n vem in: T3 31

nro w^r K3"i nam nTa fa Nam 3 2

[h]tsb> n . . na 7iT3 N^Tn rvra Nan 33

, , . fprp n nt . . . . nr3 34

. . . rn]<3 35

\ n \\ n [53n 36

. . rwn rna .Dna5 btu n xcnn n["i*3] 37

k . . *s»3 n:^t wnn rrra 3 8

3

Nin5  . , bw N*r KH3P £n* un» n Nnon 39

, , , an
'

\\ pana ^>n \ -3 Tdncd3 40

, . ,  \^n v\\///"^^53 ja tny? »ih 41

\\\ jana was n!>T»3 42

\ ^n \\\/// pa na ons wiap 43

*»\ inf »3TO 44

. , . n nivb nn . . n 45

. . . \ n Tn \/// . . n 46

. . .
// nan pyv . . n$> 47

. . . nq \\\///n[a-i] pyv 48

, . , nnp *in abn . . . . 49

... 3 \\/// n*  5»   . 50

. . . TDp 5 1

1 Nn 52

n5 53

n 54

*r 55

pa Ttann 56

\n \\//3^^ 57

P N 58

P 59

N33N3 N*ymN 60

\ P 1NP \\ n \ P3 \ N3 => 3 61

2599
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B \ 5 IKt^ \\\ 13 \\\/// ])b D"33 62

\ 1XB> \\\ 13 \\\/// pb D'33 33 63

\ 1 \\ B>3 B \ K3 |fr D^BX 64

\\ "13 \\ \\ |A^ K»3V" 65

. . , . p$> IP3V^ 66

\ 13 67

\\\ "13 \\\/// Ja£>] .... 68

\\ pb PUN 69

a\»3 \;6 *3i3 jn5 70
• a\o \ 13 \\\ pi> kw-"' 71

\\\ 13 \\\/// )ib D*M 33 72

. . , & UNf^ 73

Col. g.

\\\ 13 \\\/// p? D33^ 74

\\ n3 \/// pi> tx>y^ 75

\\\ 13 \\\/// ]& WM 33 76

\\ 1 1KE> 77

\ 13 \\ ]& rmnv^ 78

B\0 \ jfc D'OJ 33 79

\i3 \\ pb K*av^ 80

. , . 3 B\N3 JM*-"" 81

 . ntron 3U3 83

\ 13 \\ ]J? DIID^ 84

\\ 1 \ K>3 \ N3 DIB^" 85

\\\ 13 :6a vbinn^ 86

B\» \\\ 13 \\\//// JJ& DpOD^ 87

\\\ 13 \\//// p& DnD3^ 88

\\ 13 \/// pi? diibi^" 89

\\\ 13 ... . pnj ww 90

Col. h.

3 TP3N 91

\\ 13 . \/// p6 DIID*^ 92

\V\ 13 \\V/// pb 8TO^ 93

B\tt \B>3 \\\////// p^J D^33^" 94



Col. i

Col. k.
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\ 13 \\ ]ib aw^ 95

a x d w "in \///l pb rnin^ 96

D\» \ 13 \W P^5 K*3*^ 97

a\m \a^ bnm^ 98

. . . . £ 5E» H3y-^ 99

\\13 \/// [p!?]
100

\\ 13 [x/]// )ib [tt]F 101

V\ 13 \///
Jjfc

'•DDB^' 102

\\\ 13 ////// pb Tna^" 103

\\ 13 \/// |5^> KW''' 104

\ 13 \\ }& niBK" 105
\\\///D

1NB> XXX t^3 \\ }N3 ins 3 106

B\0 \ l[3] /// }ib DVDIK^" 107

...» 108

\\///ynvb . i?p* sw n^33 109

jnna \\ }oni3 \\ fnybv wiw5 no

tib n Kn»n ^y on* n iwra m
\// e> \\\\/// jena 0323 nt Nn3ty 1 1 2

\ pa \\/// /// $ ma 33^ 1 1 3

erased
{*
W xx/// /7/ ^

\\ 13 XX ^ ma 33^ 114

-^ . 13 x//^ tfaijK . . . rona^ wate^ 115

f 4 , , 3 116

XX 13 x/// []ib] , . . . 117

K3fl . . . . 3n IMP . . . 118

, . non "Di D'aa ^na 119

XXX B> 120

. . . n d»33 na  . . 121

nmnb -» "3 122

X (erasure) 1 123

\ -1 x///-^ ;m 124

125

axis x 13 xxx [\:b] bniDD^" 126

2
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\/// ]ib mn Tnty-^ \\ -» pb njx 127
\\ -13

\///}37 flJK 23 128

//////$ nac 33 129

\\\///p^ njN 33 ve>a 130

\\ 1 ^[P V\] 13 \ B> \ K3 D^3^ \\ 13 131

\\\ i lac \[\\ p]5 \\-» p rmm^" v\ -13 132

\/// \ib [pun] 33 w 13 133
Col. 1.

V D j[u]jn3 \\ 134

\c III 135

v d fiara \\\ 136

\ \\ 1 137

*w \\ 138

1 Account of the produce which Abihi wrote . . .
2
(daughter of)

Shelamzin : the farm of Zebadiah, wheat i seah i quarter.
3 Shabtith

daughter of Obadiah, wheat i seah, 7 . . . i half
(?)

4 Arsin

wheat, 1 2 ardabs. 5
. . . Arsz'/z 1 bond ... 6

7
flagons . . . mine, 9.

8 From Simeon 2 flagons. Johanan the

priest 1 flagon.
9 From Shabbethai (daughter of) Yashib 2 flagons from

Nathun (?) 1 flagon.
10 From Haggai (son of) Diaphoros, two flagons.

11 Tabo daughter of Haniah, the house. Ardabs 3 . . .
12

,

13

14 The bonds in the hand of Jonathan and me :

15 Simeon b. Haggai
came up to . . .

16
. . . SMTI, 1 bond for 40 she-asses. 1V

. . . Simeon,
i bond for 12 kerashin 18 8 shekels. 19

. . . Simeon, 1 bond for 400
zuzin.

20
. . . Simeon, 1 bond for 4 hallurin . . .

21 and 1 2 months . . .
22 Obadiah

(son of) Zaccur, 1 bond for 120 zuzin. 23
. . . Obadiah (son of) Zaccur,

1 bond for 10 ardabs of wheat. 24 Shabbethai (daughter of) Haggai
will give 1 bond on her house. 25

. . . Shabbethai (daughter of) Haggai,
1 bond for 24 ardabs of wheat. 26 In her hand is 1 bond of Johanan
b. Dallui . . .

27 for 100 zuzin.

28 In the hand of /imathan, the wheat of(?) Yahya b. . . beniah. 23 In

the hand of Jonathan ... 6 of asses. 30 A phylactery (?) of silver, 10;
2 trays of silver. 31 In the hand of Nathan, the ... of Meshullam b.

'Azgad for 2 shekels. 32 My ... in his hand; our large ... in his-hand.
33 The large one in his hand, and the small (?) one in his hand

;
a

beautiful ... 34 in his hand. The ... of Yedoniah . . .
35 in his hand.

30 wheat 2 ardabs 1 quarter.
37 In his hand the . . . of bronze.

NKRS, daughter of Haniah ... 38 In his hand our 39 The
wine which they gave shall be kept back (?) this year. SL . . . the priest
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40 in TMASU 21 ... 2 flagons ... 41 Dallui junior, a garden for 46,
1 hallur (?)...

42
. . . Abithi 3 flagons.

43 Obadiah ... 6 flagons,
1 hallur (?)

44 Profit
(?)

100 zuzin.

45 which he brought down to Thebes (?)...
46 47 To H . . he

lent 2 plates . . .
48 he lent 6 plates . . .

49-51

52-55
m

56
Hargalti for . . . shekels ... 57

64, 1 quarter ... 58
,

59

G0 the forty in . . .
6* K 10, 1 ka at 1 shekel 2 quarters, remainder

1 shekel. °2 Nikias 6 bottles at 3 quarters, remainder \ k. G3
. . .

Nikias 6 bottles at 3 quarters, remainder 1. 64
Apollonius will pay \ ka

at 2 shekels 1 quarter.
G5 Yania 4 bottles at 2 quarters.

G6 Yania
. . . bottles . . .

07 at 1 quarter.
G8

. . . 6 bottles at 3 quarters.
G9 Self 2

bottles. 70 Nathan. We will lend 1 bottle at
•§.

71
Yania, 3 bottles at

\\ quarters.
72

. . . Nikias, 6 bottles at 3 quarters.
73

Yania, . . .

bottle . . .

74 NBS, 6 bottles at 3 quarters.
75

Yania, 4 bottles at 2 quarters.
7G

. . . Nikias, 6 bottles at 3 quarters.
77 Remainder, 2 quarters.

78
Judah, 2 bottles at 1 quarter.

79
. . . Nikias, 1 bottle, -|.

80
Yania,

2 bottles at 1 quarter.
81

Yania, -|
ka at . . .

82
1 quarter.

83 Per flagon five ... 84
Isidoros, 2 bottles at

1 quarter.
85

Poros, 1 ka at 1 shekel 2 quarters.
8G

Hargalti, a half at

3 quarters.
87

Lysimakhos, 7 bottles at 3^ quarters.
88

Kostos, 6 bottles

at 3 quarters.
89

Diaphoros, 4 bottles at 2 quarters.
90 Abithi (son of)

Nathin, 6 bottles at 3 quarters.

91 Abithi ...... 92
Isidoros, 4 bottles at 2 quarters.

93
Yania, 6 bottles

at 3 quarters.
94

Bakkhias, 9 bottles at 1 shekel \ (a quarter).
!l5

Yonia,
2 bottles at 1 quarter.

9G
Judah, 5 bottles at 2-| quarters.

° 7
Yania,

3 bottles at 1^ quarters.
98

Rehabel, 1 bottle at \ (a quarter).
" Obadiah

(son of) Yashub . . .

100
4 bottles at 2 quarters.

101 Yanm, 4 bottles at 2 quarters.
102 PTPI, 4 bottles at 2 quarters.

103 PTU, 6 bottles at 3 quarters.
104

Yonia, 4 bottles at 2 quarters.
105 ZPRH, 2 bottles at 1 quarter.

106
jror (p) PTU, 2 ka at 3 shekels, remainder 6 M. 107

Armais, 3 bottles

at \\ quarters.
108

109 In the house of Yashib . . . 5 . . .
110

.
In our house . . . 2 . . . 2 . . .

open.
U1 Bronze-bands which they put on the date-palms of Pehi.

112 This year for tax 7 kerashin 3 shekels. 113
. . . PTU, 8 bottles at

1 shekel. 114
. . . PTU, 2 bottles at 2 (?) quarters. 8 bottles at 1 shekel.

115 Abithi to our house (?)•.. 'RBIA, 3 bottles at // quarters.

11G 117
. . . . 4 bottles at 2 quarters.

118 .. . remainder 119 For mine, Nikias value of wine 12°
3

shekels. 121
. . . Nikias ... 122

30th of Thoth. 123 124
24 zuzin

1 quarter.
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im lae
Sostratos, 3 bottles at \\ quarters.

127
Self, 12 bottles.

Shabbethai (son of) Haniah, 3 bottles at 2 quarters.
128

. . . Self,

4 bottles. 129
. . . Self* 6 bottles 130 at 1 shekel . . . Self, 6 bottles

131 at 2 quarters. Nikias 1 ka 1 shekel, at 2 quarters, remainder

2 quarters
132 at 2 quarters. Judah, 1 2 bottles at j shekels 2 quarters

remainder 3 quarters
133 at 2 quarters . . . Self, 4 bottles.

184 ... 2 for wheat 1 seah. 135 13G
. . . 3 for wheat 1 seah.

l:;:, 138
• •••••

Line 1. N^jy is more probable than xpjy (PSBA) 'Fruits' meaning
'

produce
'

in general. VQK for \T3K elsewhere, a feminine name.

Line 2. pvnbw a feminine? name. Cf. n¥D^ Salome, in Midrash

and Talmud, said to be for ]V)i cbw. She may be the mother (or father)

of Abihi, m3 being omitted as 13 is elsewhere in this document.

NTQ¥J '

plantation
'

i. e. field or farm. D for mo.

Line 3. 11 very doubtful. It does not correspond to any other entry.

3 \ 'one half should have » as elsewhere.

Line 4. pEHK as 1. 5. Sayce suggests Arsinoe.

Line 5. 32 Sayce 'on account of, perhaps for 1V33. It generally

occurs where a name is repeated.

Line 7. p[">3 ]

"

arSe bottles. Probably of wine.

Line 9. 3W a name. The [n]l3 is omitted. After }n3 the \ is

unintelligible, and perhaps is not to be so read. It may be }in3.

Line 10. D12H Diaphoros. "13 omitted. p3"tt perhaps a dual

form (Sayce), or a mere caprice as |3"I2 is used before with \\.

Line 11. &JT3 reading and meaning uncertain. The rest of the

line is also unintelligible.

Line 12. n~i3 . D a name?

Line 15. NJSN^ Sayce, 'to our side' (Wteb) i.e. joined our partner-

ship (?).

Line 1 6. jiODn ,

' she-asses
'

with N to distinguish it from the masculine ?

The "3 no doubt means '

concerning '.

Line 19.
*» is probably the same as the sign for 100, often used in

the Behistun text. Perhaps originally for
[flfcTjO.

Line 20. N^*l» in later Aramaic should mean 'property', which does

not seem suitable here or in 1. 21.

Line 22. }m must be very small coins since the number is so large
—

hardly a quarter of a shekel.

Line 24. jnn if right is for }n3D.

Line 29. nD"3"i (or
f

2i). Possibly a name. In any case the numeral

after it is difficult to explain.

Line 30. n|?an . Can it be used in the ordinary sense, a '

phylactery
'
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in a silver case? The numeral is again difficult, unless it means the

value, 10 shekels
(?),

and similarly in 1. 29.

Line 31. N3V1 a quite unknown word. Sayce suggests that it is

Persian, but there seem to be no traces of Persian in this document.

Line 33. N?in '

cheap
'

(Sayce), but the reading is very doubtful.

Line 34. Nr" or N't?, probably the end of a noun. ? Nfcjnn as in

H. 37, 38.

Line 37. Ktyin some unknown article made of bronze. ,D13f.

The final letter might be another D. Greek or Egyptian ?

Line 39. ^n" is probable.
' Shall be held in suspense' i.e. not used,

or not reckoned in the account ?

Line 40. 1DNDB3. The last letter seems to belong to this name
(?).

Line 41. ^?1. Name? as elsewhere. Sayce suggests 'bucket', but

the form (for ^*i) is difficult.

Line 42. npTEQ cf. tSin 11. 20, 21. It may be related to ^bl.

Line 43. Dna is used of 'stirring' wine, i. e. causing it to ferment?

Line 44. ''JnD perhaps 'profit' from *3n.

Line 45. n5o?. Sayce
'

to Thebes '.

Line 47. i"Q"i
'

lent at interest '.

Line 56. T^nn as in 1. 86, where it should be a name.

Line 62. S \ 5 is fairly certain, not S \ O.

Line 65. NT probably like the common form »NJ>, for pnv. In 11. 95,

104 KW. It can hardly be ' the Greek '.

Line 74. D33 perhaps badly written for D33 = D'OJ.

Line 78. min\ The name does not occur in the Elephantine texts.

Line 83. After riB>»n something is wanted. There is not room for

more than one letter, or two.

Line 86. 373 i. e. half a ka, as the price shows.

Line 98. 73m perhaps for 7N2m, cf. rram 1 Chron. 23
17 &c. Names

in -el are not found in the Elephantine texts.

Lines 102. isns 103. TnD apparently names.

Line 109. yr\]lb (and in 1. no). A connexion with V^yb seems

unsuitable.

Line no. |CK"Q apparently to be so read, but the N is strange.

A plural is required.

Line 114 is erased, being no doubt an erroneous repetition of 1. 113.

Line 115. N3ri37 for 60JV3? ? N^3"|J? or
r
ny, apparently a name.

Line 126. 5mDD. Sayce suggests perhaps Sostratos.

Line 130. \Ba. If this refers to 1. 129 the proportion is unusual.

It should be /H~\2, and so in 1. 131.
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No. 82.

Fragments of a legal document, bought by Prof. Sayce in Egypt and

given by him to the Bodleian Library (MS. Aram. e. 2 (P)). It was

published in PSBA, 19 15, p. 217, with a facsimile.

The writing is similar to that of no. 81, and the date is therefore

probably about the same, early in the 3rd century b. c. As it is an

official document it would not have been written in Aramaic, one would

suppose, much after 300 b. c.

Unfortunately it is too fragmentary to admit of a continuous translation.

Probably nothing is missing before 1. 1, or only part of a line which may
have contained the address, e. g.

'

to our lord X '. The beginnings and

ends of all the lines are lost, and several words are illegible, so that the

details are quite obscure. As far as it can be made out, the general

sense seems to be that three litigants were concerned with the division of

certain property, including a house. One of them was perhaps executor

and had handed over part of the estate to the ' heads of the congregation ',

who were now to distribute it. If the reading "]H3y is right in 1. 1, the

document is a report of proceedings by the judges to some higher official.

The '

judges
'

are probably officers of state, but the ' heads of the congre-

gation' must be Jewish elders who were recognized, by them. The place

of the action may have been Abydos or H3D (Thebes?), where there must

have been a Jewish settlement at this date. The name Abydos occurs

in 3s
3

.

, . . [onjsa n span inayi

. . . [i]nnay "12 njw ['•ajn
in rfr\ »i!>[n na]

. . . nn nns* m~m nnua »wt rvn .

. . . mnN jroN
»

. . 5 pib> n . . ,

, . . [smjny vtmrbs r\zbw

. . . [}]mjjW>jj rwwn <T2 mprv .
,

. , . n jjq /// fp^n ^ap^ spnnso tt ,

, , . b \am s6» "2 mfi s^i ins . ,

, . , [pi»]n jurM . . . in ... 9b \rh nn . .

. . . b nnns* nobsi? mm »i /// jp[^n]

. . . ^v nnsp fna "r jnn unfa ,

. , , \bn i^ pnaM

 . . [au]s6 strop ... 13

. . . vby on . , . 14

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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1 and your servants the judges who are in Abydos . . .
2 son of

BaUui, Delaiah b. Haggai, Shib'a b. Obadiah ... 3 ... the house of

Zomi in the city of Thebes, H . . . came ... 4 of the street (?)
... I will give. Afterwards . . .

5 I paid to the heads of the congregation ... G
. . . let him come

before him
;
and they gave evidence as to all goods ... 7

. . . and other

things in 3 parts. Now . . .
8 and it was not a complete

house
(?), and they shall give to ... 9 but to A . . . son of . . .

and they shall give a par/ ... 10
. . . 3 parts of a Tora to Plta his sister

to . . .
u two which he shall bring . . .

12
. . . Abbahun, correct division . . .

13
. . . before us to Abydos ... 14

Line 1. The remains of letters at the beginning have not been

deciphered. At the end a place-name is wanted, as in 1. 13, and [ui3]s
seems the most likely, but it is only a conjecture.

Line 2. "•vfl] as on an ostrakon, Sachau pi. 68, 21
'3,5

,
which may be

of about the same date. njOB' cf. O.T. jntP. The fl is more like D.

These were no doubt the three persons interested. Cf. 1. 7.

Line 3. V2l7 uncertain. Cf. KDir in Mishna. n3D3 must be the

name of a town. Sayce suggests Thebes as in 81 45
. , , vn or . , "on

must be part of a name, but its relation to the transaction is not clear.

Line 4. pity very doubtful. There are traces of another line

between 11. 4 and 5.

Line 5. [xnjnj;. The 1 is doubtful, and therefore the restoration is

uncertain, but it is probable. The word occurs in 15
22

,
and is correct

for the Jewish community.
Line 6. n"Q for

rfl(?) is unusual. 'Before him'? [|]co:W>y
followed by NnnNI 1. 7, cf. 2012 . But the reading here is uncertain.

Line 7. ?2pb '(divided it) according to' i.e. into 'three parts' for the

three litigants.

Line 8. mn very uncertain. What 'a full house' means I cannot

guess. pjJVI is clear, for pjn^l at Elephantine.

Line 10, min is certain, and the three parts ( + 2 in 1. 11) suggest nt^En

miri ''ti'Ein. The word does not occur in the Elephantine papyri, where

there is no allusion to the Law. Or is it Tin 'her ox'? It was evidently

a valuable possession. How HD^D was concerned with it is not clear.

Line 11. v pTfi or Dinnn ? nnN"1

jnn
' come with' i. e. bring them.

Line 12 probably the last line, ratifying the apportionment. pnm
a name. Cf. irDN, })2N.

Lines 13, 14. It is quite uncertain where this fragment belongs.
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No. S3.

A fragment with writing on both sides, in the Harrow School Museum.
It is not dated. The recto, containing a column of accounts, is in a fairly

early hand, probably before 400 b.c. The verso, containing a list of

names and a few lines of accounts, is more roughly written and probably

nearly as late as 300 b. c. That the papyrus should have been used

again after such an interval is strange, but not impossible, especially as

the verso shows signs of being palimpsest.

The verso is very much faded in parts, and on both sides the reading
is uncertain owing to the lack of context and the few opportunities of

comparison.

Reverse.

»nyr6 \///3
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\ IDS 24

\ NIT* 25

\ DCS" 26

\ ifi 27

»BS , HpDJ 28

|// pD3 Nrvvo 7y 29

. . \ !?5 Kris D^y 30

1 On the 4th of Tybi
2 Zeho came to Memphis.

3 On the 5th from
Petisis 4 on our account 25 ardabs. 5 On the 6th 25 ardabs. G On the

7th 25 ardabs. 7 6>« the 8th 2/ ardabs. 8 On the 9th 2/ ardabs.
9 On the 10th 25 ardabs. 10 On the nth 25 ardabs. n On the 12th

25 ardabs. 12 On the 13th 25 ardabs. 13 On the 14th 25 ardabs.
u On the 15th 25 ardabs. 15 On the 16th 25 ardabs. 1G On the 17th

2/ ardabs. n On the 18th 25 ardabs. 18 (9« //fo /9th 25 ardabs.

Reverse.

19 ... 8. 20
. . . 3.

21
Money-lenders :

22 Zeho 1 23 Petnether 1
24 Pasu 1

25 Zeho 1
26 YSM 1

27 Pi j

28
Expenditure ... 29 For the inheritance (?) 3 talents. 30 The servant

of Zeho, each . . .
• • '

Line 2. ~d5d very faint, but probable if NDD does not require 7. Cf.

42
7 "BSE nn if that really means '

go down to M.'

Line 4. f£7n probably. p7n would not make sense. Cf. 5pn in 44
s

.

N no doubt for pmfce.

Lines 5-18 simply enumerate the days from the 6th to the 19th, on

each of which 25 ardabs were received or given out.

Line 19. JpTD. I cannot guess what word this is.

Line 21. At the side are three strokes belonging to a previous

column. K'WIB the '
table

'

of a money-changer ?

Lines 22-27. The names are all Egyptian. For the \ after each

cf. 33
1-*.

Line 26. DCS" quite uncertain.

Line 28. '•ox . not '•DXy, and there is no obvious word.

Line 29. NJVTO apparently so to be read. 'Inheritance'? }"I33 at

Elephantine pa:3.
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The Story of Ahikar.

Eleven sheets of papyrus, all more or less fragmentary, three of them

with double columns.

They contain an Aramaic version of the well-known story of Ahikar,

followed by a collection of proverbs, similar to, but not the same as,

those found in later versions. Lines 1-78, the narrative, are practically

continuous, but the story is not finished. As to the remainder, the

proverbs being disconnected, or only occasionally related in subject, it is

impossible to say whether the sheets of papyrus are continuous.

There is no date, but from the appearance of the writing we may

safely conclude that it belongs, like the majority of these documents, to

the latter part of the fifth century b. c.

The story, and this version of it in particular, is interesting for the

following reasons among others :

(1) The hero is mentioned by name in the book of Tobit.

(2) There seem to be references to the story in various books of the

Old and New Testaments.

(3) Hitherto it has been known only in later (post-Christian) forms.

(4) The papyrus shows that the original work goes back at least as far

as the fifth century b.c. and probably earlier.

(5) It is thus the earliest specimen of wisdom-literature outside the

Old Testament and cuneiform texts.

The general questions relating to the story and its transmission, may

be studied in English in
' The Story of Ahikar ... by Conybeare, Rendel

Harris and A. S.Lewis', 2nd ed. Cambridge, 1913 (here quoted as

'Story') and in Charles' Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, vol. ii, Oxford,

1913 (here quoted as 'Charles') p. 715 + , by the same editors, together

with the works mentioned there. It is only proposed here to deal with

the Aramaic text found in these papyri and with the questions specially

connected with it.

Owing to the broken state of the papyri their reading and interpreta-

tion alike are often uncertain. A large number of articles dealing with

the text have added something to its elucidation, but much still

remains to be done. For the present purpose the suggestions of the

following scholars, as being the most worthy of attention, have been

carefully considered :

Baneth, OLZ, 1914, 248, 295, 348.

Epstein, ZAiTW, i9i2,p. 128; 1913, pp. 222, 310; OLZ, 1916, 204.

Grimme, OiSZ^j^j.1, 529.

Lidzbarski, Ephemeris III (19 12), p. 253.
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Ed. Meyer, Papyrnsfund, p. 102.

Montgomery, OLZ, 19 12, 535. Expository Times, 24 (19 13), p. 428.

Noldeke, ZDMG, 67, p. 766. 'Untersuch. zum Achiqar-Roman
'

in

Abh. der Gb'tt. Ges. 14, 4 (1913).

Perles, OLZ, 191 1, 497; 1912, 54.

Seidel, ZAW, 191 2, p. 292.

Smend, ThLZ, 191 2, 387.

Strack, ZDMG, 191 1, p. 826.

Stummer, OLZ, 19 14, 252 ; 1915, 103. Der kritische Wert . . . Mini-

ster, 1914.

Torczyner, OLZ, 191 2, 397.

Wensinck, OLZ, 191 2, 49.

The Aramaic is not (as assumed in Charles, p. 720) the original of the

book. There are indeed few Hebraisms in it, and although it was found

in a Jewish colony, the story shows no sign of Jewish origin. It is not

derived from Hebrew sources 1 and there is no reason why we should

expect it to be so. The Jews were not the only literary people of the

time. The fact that Tobit refers to it as a well-known story, does not

prove that it was known to the author as being a piece of native Jewish

literature. Its fame was much more widely spread. At the time when

these papyri were written, Egypt was, and had been for a century, under

Persian rule, and as we see from other documents, the Persian govern-

ment officially used Aramaic in the provinces. The language was there-

fore well-known at headquarters, qualified translators must have been

employed (as earlier by Assurbanipal), and it is reasonable to suppose

that texts other than purely official documents would gradually be made

known abroad through this medium. It is true we know little enough of

Aramaic in the fifth century B.C., and nothing at all of its literary narrative

style, but one cannot read a few paragraphs of Old Persian (such as

Darius' inscription at Behistun) without being struck by the general

similarity in style of the Aramaic narrative of Ahikar. It is always unsafe

to trust to an abstract estimate of style, but when, as here, inherent

probability points to the same conclusion, the argument deserves con-

sideration. Moreover there are a few definite signs that the Aramaic is

under Persian influence. The name of Assyria is written Tins (as later

in the Targums), not "IttPM as in the Sinjirli inscriptions. This is not

because the papyrus is 300 years later than the Sinjirli texts but because

it follows the Persian form Athura 2
. A peculiarity of the Ahikar text is

1 The resemblance of phrases, e.g. in 2 Sam. i611,19 - 23 and 18 18

(j3
V pX)

to

expressions used in Ahikar, is due to mere coincidence.

a This was first suggested to me by Prof. Sayce.
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the constant use of ilOC after a person's name, as in line i n»C IpTlX
' a

man named Ahikar '. This is not found in ordinary Aramaic l
,
but is

a common idiom in Old Persian as Behistun ii, 6 Vidarna nama ' a man
named Vidarna '. The use of *inN again, as an almost redundant con-

junction, is exactly parallel to the OP pasava
' afterwards

'

used in the

same way.

The Aramaic then is a translation from Persian or made under Persian

influence, but Persian was probably not the original language of the story.

The Persians were not, at the beginning, a literary people, although they

made great efforts to become so after their conquest of Babylon. It was

part of their enlightened policy. Now Clement of Alexandria {Stromaia i,

15, 69, ed. Stahlin, Lpz., 1906) says that the Greek philosopher Democritus

of Abdera borrowed from Babylonian moral sayings
2 and incorporated

with his own compositions a translation of the a-rijXr] of Akikaros 3
,

who no doubt is Ahikar. It is true that Clement goes on to say that

Democritus, who prided himself on his travels, claimed to have visited

Babylon, Persia and Egypt and to have sat at the feet of the magi and

priests (tois re /myois kclI tois iepevcri fxaOrjTevwv), SO that he might have

borrowed from a Persian text or even from the present Aramaic, since

his travels must have taken place
4 when this papyrus was already in

existence. But Clement was evidently following a trustworthy authority

and would not have associated Ahikar with Babylonian writings if he had

meant Persian. The debt of the Greeks to Babylon as well as to Egypt
and even to India in matters of physical science and philosophy is

acknowledged, and need not be emphasized here. Moreover the view

that the story came from a Babylonian source agrees with other indica-

tions. Though it bears a Persian colouring over its Aramaic dress, its

body is clearly Babylonian. The kings Senacherib and Esarhaddon are

in the right order (not reversed, as in the later versions) and their names

are more correct in form than in the OT, the names Nadin and Nabusu-

miskun are purely Babylonian, so is the use of DTvK (pi.
=

ildni) and

CDC as a god (neither of them Persian), while the frequent mention of

1
Though it occurs in other documents of this collection, where it is also due to

Persian influence.

2
ArjfioKpiTos yap tovs BafivKcvviovs \6yovs r/Otnovs [ai/roC?] jreirolrjTar \eytrai yap

ttjv 'Pi.Kuca.pov arijXrjv tpfxrjviv9tioav tois ISiois ovvragai ovyypapfiaai. The first sentence,

which is not very clear, is quoted by Eusebius in Praep. Evang. x, 4. Diogenes
Laertius v, 50 mentions a work Tltpl tSjv kv BafivXaivt Upwv ypap/xarcuv, edited by

Theophrastus. Cf. also Strabo xvi, p. 762, wapa Se tois BoonopijvoTs
'

Axaiicapov.
3 See Story, p. xli + for a discussion of the statement and reasons for accepting it.

4 He lived from 466^0 361 B.C.
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Assyria would be quite unsuitable in a Persian composition. There

would have been no need to put the story back into Assyrian times,

since the incidents related might just as well have occurred under a

Persian despot. We know that the Babylonians did possess Xoyous

rjOiKovs, gnomic or ' wisdom '-literature, in the form of proverbs,
1 some of

which are similar in character to the proverbs of Ahikar, and like them

are collected under the name of a particular person. It appears then

much more reasonable to suppose that the Ahikar story and proverbs

were originally composed in Babylonian, than to assume that the original

was Persian, since we have no knowledge of the existence of any such

literature among the Persians in or about 500 b.c. The composition

must go at least as far back as that and may be even older.2

With regard to the word crrr/A.17,
used by Clement, there has been some

unnecessary discussion. Of course no one writes a long series of

proverbs on a pillar, or at least it would be very unusual to do so. They
would be written (in Babylonia) on a tablet or tablets of clay, which

might be of any size up to, say, 10 inches long. It is unlikely that

Clement had ever seen a cuneiform tablet, and if his authority implied

that the proverbs of Akikaros were inscribed on some hard substance, he

might reasonably take it for granted that they were inscribed in the only

way he knew, namely like a Greek inscription on a column. Therefore

(TTrjXr} need only represent 'tablet', and does not imply any special dis-

tinction. The very strangeness of the word corroborates the story.

The Aramaic papyrus must be dated some time before 400 b. c, say

about 430. The supposed Babylonian original cannot be earlier than

668, in the form from which the Aramaic is translated, although the

story may be based on an earlier fact or legend. We have no definite

proof, but some indications, of a more precise date. It is natural to

suggest the time of Assurbanipal
3
(successor of Esarhaddon), the great

patron of learning, at whose direction countless texts of all kinds were

re-copied, and new works composed. Probable as this date is, however,

there are reasons against it. In reading the Aramaic text attentively (and

assuming that it represents the Babylonian original faithfully) one cannot

help feeling that the historical setting is vague.
4 Esarhaddon is not

1 See Langdon in PSBA 1916, p. 105+ and the references there. Also in AJSL
1912, p. 217.

2 Bnt not earlier than 668 (Esarhaddon's death) if that king's name belonged to the

original story.
3 Cf. his complaint of the ingratitude of his brother, in Rogers, History of Babylonia

ii, p. 447, which might have suggested the Ahikar story.
4 So Ed. Meyer, Papyrusfund, p. 120 + .
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a living portrait : he has become a conventional figure. More definite is

the fact that nowhere is either Nineveh or Babylon named—at least in the

fragments preserved. The king nearly always has the title
'

king of

Assyria ', and we cannot suppose that his capital would not sometimes be

mentioned if its greatness was still a memory.
1 Nineveh was destroyed, and

with it
'

the kingdom of Assyria, all of it
'

just before 600 b. c. How long

would it take to obscure the features of history and to make Assyria

a suitable setting for an old-world story? Suppose we allow 50 years

from the fall of Nineveh,
2 and allow something over a century for the

story to become popular and to be translated from Babylonian into

(Persian ? and thence into) Aramaic. We are then brought to about the

same date as Sachau for the original composition, about 550 (Sachau says

550-450), only that we hold it to have been first written in Babylonian.

Whether it was translated first into Persian and thence into Aramaic, or

directly from Babylonian into Aramaic, cannot be decided and is of no

great importance. The Aramaic translation was made not later (perhaps

earlier) than 450, by a scholar who, if he did not make it from Persian, was

familiar with the Persian language and accustomed to translating from

Persian, and whose Aramaic was strongly influenced by Persian. The

existing papyrus is not his first draft, as is shown by the blanks in it.

The copyist worked on a text which was already old and injured. He

experienced the same difficulties as we have
;
sometimes he could not

read his text and sometimes he did not understand it.

It must have been this or a similar Aramaic version which the author

of Tobit knew, for there is nowhere any sign of the existence of an early

Hebrew translation.3 Nor is there any reason why there should have

been one. Aramaic was perfectly well understood by the Jews in the

last centuries b.c., was in fact more a vernacular than Hebrew. If an

Aramaic version of it already existed, as we see it certainly did, there

would be no need to translate a piece of purely popular literature into

Hebrew.

Before the recovery of this Aramaic text, the story was known in

1 Cf. e.g. the frequent mention of Babylon in the book of Daniel.
2 Events moved rapidly at that time. In 550 the greatness of Egypt under Necho

and Hophra was recent enough to account for its appearance in the story, if it was

original
— see below. In Tobit 14

15
(Sinaitic text) Ahikar is associated with the fal

of Nineveh, so that this may have been mentioned in the original form of the story.
3 Whether or not the book of Tobit was originally written in Hebrew does not con-

cern us here. At any rate the version published by Neubauer ( The Book of Tobit,

Oxford, 1878) is merely a mediaeval Jewish production. The name of Ahikar is

there spelt "^pX.
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several later versions and appears in the Arabian Nights and even in

India. As long ago as 1880 it was pointed out by Hoffmann x that the

name of the hero is mentioned in the book of Tobit (i
22

, 14
10

, &c).

There are two possible ways of accounting for this fact : either the story

already existed before the book of Tobit and was well known, or it was

compiled in order to justify the reference in Tobit, just as the histories of

the more obscure apostles were composed in the early church. The

former, which in any case would seem the more probable, is now shown

to be true, since the papyrus is two or three centuries earlier than Tobit. 2

A comparison between this early text and the later versions is rendered

more difficult by the broken state of the papyri. The book, if it may be

called so, is divided into two main parts, the narrative proper and the

proverbs. Whether the two parts were originally distinct and whether

the narrative was only used as a setting for the proverbs, we need not

now inquire. In the later versions these two parts are subdivided into

four : (1) the introduction, down to the adoption of Nadin
; (2) the maxims

by which he was educated; (3) the rest of the narrative, including

Nadin's treachery, the restoration of Ahikar and the episode in Egypt ;

(4) the maxims by which Nadin was punished. Our Aramaic text is,

as would be expected, much simpler in the narrative part than the

later versions. We have the beginning, and the first 4 fragments

(
= 5 columns) are continuous, bringing the story down to the point at

which Nabusumiskun reports to the king that he has killed Ahikar.

There seems therefore to be no place for the educative series of

proverbs, which should begin at 1. 9, in the middle of a continuous piece.

The rest of the narrative is lost, so that we cannot tell whether it con-

tained the Egyptian episode or not. So far as it goes, the narrative is on

the same lines as in the later versions. If it continued on those lines,

something is wanted to account for the rehabilitation of Ahikar, and this

may have been supplied by the Egyptian episode, though perhaps in a

much less elaborate form.3 On the other hand the ending may have

been more abrupt and arbitrary, especially if the story was only intended

as a prop for the proverbs. It must have ended happily, otherwise there

would be no point in the scheme by which Ahikar's life was saved. In

i
l In Ausziige aus syrischen Erzdhlungen . . . in Abhandlungen fiir d. Kunde d.

Worgenlands, vol. 8.

2 Which is supposed to have been written c. 230 B. c. See Simpson in Charles,

Apocrypha.
3 The incidents in this episode strike me as being too modern in character for a

Babylonian story. At any rate I do not recall anything quite like them in cuneiform

literature.

2599 P
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any case the whole of the narrative must have come first. Then follow

the proverbs. They must have belonged to the story, because some of

them clearly refer to Nadin's conduct, but they differ so much from the

series in the later versions, that we have little help in determining their

order where the papyrus is not continuous. Pap. 55 (line 79) does

indeed start with a few lines corresponding roughly to a group early in

the Syriac second series. Otherwise there is only occasional agreement
with any of the later versions. The original collection formed a nucleus

which was increased, diminished or varied according to the taste of

subsequent editors. Collections of proverbs, including fables, were a

favourite form of literature among the Semitic (and other) peoples.

They were often compiled as representing the teaching of some particular

wise man, and were put forth under his name. Thus the Babylonian

collection mentioned above is ascribed to a person whose name is broken,

we have the Hebrew collection of Ben Sira, and in the OT the book

attributed to Solomon (Prov. i
1

,
io 1

)
with which are incorporated

(perhaps the sayings of the wise 24
s3

) the proverbs of Solomon which

Hezekiah's scribes copied out, 25
1

(ipTiyn 'translated' or 'trans-

literated'?), the words of Agur 30*, and the words of king Lemuel 31
1

.

(The last for instance would form an exact parallel to the Ahikar text if

some one had prefixed to them an edifying story to explain why his

mother taught him). Many of these sayings must have been constantly

quoted conversationally, and have become part of the current wisdom of

the world. But from their very popularity they tend to be modified—
improved or distorted, simplified or obscured—and would soon lose all

memory of their original ownership. Then arises another wise man, qui

prend son Men oil il le trouve, and with his own work incorporates, con-

sciously or unconsciously, popular sayings (and often more than one form

of the same maxim) without any intention of plagiarizing. Or he takes

some well-known book of maxims and improves it. In this way has
' wisdom '-literature grown, and thus we may account for the differences

between the proverbs of the Aramaic Ahikar and those of the later

versions, as well as for the elements which it has in common with Ben

Sira, the book of Proverbs, or with similar works. In fact there is no

reason why, if Ahikar had been current in his circle, the compiler of the

book of Proverbs should not have included parts of it in his work, just as

he included the 'words of Agur', which are no more Jewish in spirit

than Ahikar. They are just worldly wisdom. Later Hebrew works,

such as the Derekh Erez zu/a, generally have a definitely Jewish (but not

necessarily religious) colouring. In the following notes no attempt is
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made to trace the proverbs in other literature. That would involve a

much more extensive commentary. My object has been to contribute

something to the establishment of the text and its meaning, without which

the larger questions cannot be satisfactorily discussed.

The use of the sign -j^
to mark the end of a proverb is not found

in the narrative part, nor in any other of these papyri. It may be an

archaic N, for "inx (?),
but cf. the sign ^» used in the '

Logia' to mark off

sayings, Grenfell and Hunt, Oxyrh. Pap. iv, pi. 1. This may be held

to indicate that the proverbs formed a distinct document, but probably

the sign was only used in such disconnected compositions.

In trying to restore the text certain points must be taken into account.

The papyrus was written in columns which were not all of the same

width. The text of the narrative was written continuously, with division

of words but without leaving blank spaces. If the original width of the

column can be ascertained, we can estimate approximately the number

of letters missing in a lacuna. The width of the column, however, is not

maintained with the same mathematical precision as e. g. in a well-

written Greek or Hebrew biblical MS. Thus the width of the first

column seems to be shown by line 10, where the completion at the end

may be taken as certain, cf. 30
12

. But if it is right, the line must have

been shorter by 3 or 4 letters than e. g. 1. 13 where the restoration at the

end is equally certain. Within such limits, however, the width of the

column is a useful guide. The style is so simple and the repetition of

set phrases is so frequent that in many cases a lacuna can be filled with

great probability, while in some the context compels a particular

restoration.

None of these helps are found in the proverbs, where restoration is

consequently very difficult. There we often have half a line, or less, left

blank, so that the width of the column is no sure guide. These blanks

occur also in the version of the Behistun inscription and no doubt

represent passages which the scribe could not read in his exemplar and

so simply left them out. There are no recurrent phrases, and in

literature of this kind there is no telling what the author will say next.

It is the unexpected which makes the proverb. The later versions

seldom help. There is therefore much room for subjective reconstruc-

tion, with little result that can be called satisfactory.

p 2
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THE WORDS OF AHIKAR

Col. i. Sachau, plate 40.

. . .] rnai can n tjtoi can idd n»p np^nx ^[o r&« 1

mnx ey]n npmx n[an] m[i]i>» nmp ^ mm c6 xna ion [na 2

mn nba

moy byi ^ x]i> pa d^ n[ax noxi n]mx "jta ananas *f nnpry m[avi 3

Dpi mnx i$>]o a*mn[3B> nna nn]x mnx -jbta annnov mn ^01 4

mac px]a wa[M annrav *ijn mnxa -j^o mm ma pxnnox 5

mm jdi] nm[» b Jinx nai> [hot »]b [pi nax] ae> 6

amerced rwn nax na xa^o pxn-fjcx^ n[npry mavi tbd]^ 7

nmam Tins n] ma [not? pa nnp^> np^nx n]:x nnx mnx [•]!>»
8

laa xata Dip »]oy vbyn a[aa nncpjn^ rw]n xnatai nnoarn 9

xn&ynajo noam mnx -£» pwnDM Dip nnanp ottod 10

11m ipmxb [N^a]^ pn idki mnx t^o pxnnDx nom "ins nW »[t
u

nn[nx na nb] na xh nna^ ta»pn n nba mnx oy Ktyan xns[D 12

px]nnDx Dip npTrs d^ [n]naDi nana m[nx ita ncx p na 13

mm [•£»

may pa mnx -jta pxnnDx "-sax m[r]n na "ipm[x nax pnrix jovh 14

TOTp n]in i^d »[r] mas vsbn anx[nat^ nn^a n]ax x[a^>n onp mow 15

xn nyai] 16

Col. ii. Sachau, plate 41.

mmay i? nayo^i] xb\n aaa ni>s»^ i>nas xb nax as> 17

mi nba mm tay>i] -iqd ^ qbm im xan na nop pa x[n 18

pxnnDx nay nn»an mta]yi mean »|n t^ mm npry n[»av 19

m]m
^ npry mavi tayn n&D -pa] d^> «ma *? ncxi mnx i[ta 20

nyr:^ na np^nx nax nnx ^] nay^ in -jnmay rsbn [mm 21

nar nai waa n*vi n^i] m*a^ »b n^rx sa»n[
1 xn^» 22

laa mn« i^» pxn-iDx onp] *6am aaa np*pm n[»an n 23

nnx ni? may ni»api> ^y n]ya* xnaa in nn»x ^nnAD 24

naa^a nox pj« xn^xa »J>y ncyy rcan nax n m[nx ia 25

mn npry n sav <r xa^ m npmx -id]x f>ax [i]^[d n^xa] d^ 26

-jbdi tay^ ^a m^y xno ^an in] max xa^o a[n]xna^ 27

pxniDx nnx nb mnx mn \m]tai nnoy bin in D^an 28
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nns np^nx btsipf) ni> nox hjm n ntaa] yot? jf>o w*v x^ts> 29

xr xnsna ^y] xn3 na xb n «na na 30

S 3 «

Col. iii. Sachau, plate 42.

-iexi "WW t^o pxn-i[Dx xon x^onn pxa 32

*ax nrb n s3x w jo i[n pdddgj ^ »ntr 33

rDcnn n3x n nnx njan [nprw xa?e -ion bat* 34

o^n -idd xacr it [*)]p*[n«] bin pn&Bpm 35

na ins pS>y xno ^arv in nob n[mx ba am 36

Tx nrno^ Pinx 1/ p33 noy \jo nm[x t,^o ion p 37

b]^P nn nm[o]a am wy\ ? pDom[aa inx nayn* 3 8

cb nn^n pins |o[i]^> nnx noy [-j^x xnasi 39

xnna pa T^no n:xi [^r]n noy *r pnn[x p33 cy in 40

^n ruina yn xn[anp it] x-on pDODi[a3 yrn nai 41

na: n xnao xnoy i>yai NO*an xisd [m nsx -10x1 42

jjjT xi>a "win nin »mb»i nnoy i>[yi nm pnv 43

xmm -j^an in ttbyn ynna no^pn *r n[»an n xna 44

pDjoDia^ nnoxi n^y npnx d^ n^m xna[np in xt^xa 45

»at ^op p pn? jonp »» np^nx in tun [sj« -p xnn 4 6

T^y ion xa^o rm pxmDx n 'mat* [anxmp na 47

l!> boo n^in non £n xn*aS> in^a* xn[a-ip n^Dpoi? 48

Col. iv. Sachau, plate 43, col. 1.

pvh pn[x i]ny^> *» ny nn^>op nnox rwo in3Dvm win ny ts»to 49

Tnnx

[xn]B»xai ^nionp *pNBn nnyni xata anxruD mp inanp \&w 50

-p^op x!>i "jn^nn vbv »3»n*i xai?o anxraD nmb> «in 1^ W N^ 5 1

rox jya

;ov!> [n]y irvzb ^2 ^bopn ^>x ^ nay^isx p t'^ msy nas ni>3pi> 52

pins

njN [nn]N nyT Tioyi ^13T^ pnN i»y yn^oa m jonn sa^o p«nnDN 53

d? bmr\ hx *b noxi K*an pdodi33 [my] nnx wrm ^by »3a[npn 54

nms ^ni vdtt 3n«n3D nnoy i>y n nba mnx n ni3N np^nx «[nn 55
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noy *t pin *i^n N-iaa nnuab ion ^21 poooiaa Nnmp [iin n^j 56

nayi [^n] Nnoy d^ ion naNi ^y [V^pppn p|]k cb w[nKi onaN 57

£ io[n D]b [naN n]b now pin t^n [«naa My h]n [n^k> 58

n*3i pD&tnaa

bnb ioni K»3[i pDBDiaa my] Nnaip ^[jrmw nanaNi io]n [nan] n 59

^ wot?

nnoy hn i[n n^o] purriDM *? np[ry n*3*i] ai ip['n«] na? d^> 60

^r ono [in D^y *ar] wfopa ^x nanaN nn n^3 i[inN] ^n 61

nsb jnaN

Pun pa[a yonts" *]rai nar npTiN ^n pin n[ta] wtid [j]i3 baw 62

nb[^] twta

n[ar] Kono n n[iaa pm*] hn nrno^ nar ip^hn n mas pm[N 63

»^? No^y

Col. v. Sachau, plate 43, col. 2.
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Col. i.

1 These are the words of one named Ahikar, a wise and ready scribe,

who taught his son ... 2 For he said,
'

Surely he shall be a son to me '.

Before his words Ahikar had become great and had been counsellor of all

Assyria
3 and bearer of the seal of Senacherib king of Assyria, and he

said: J indeed had no sons and on my counsel 4 and words Senacherib

king of Assyria used to (rely). Then *S>«acherib king of Assyria died

and there arose 5 his son named Esarhaddon and became king in Assyria
instead of Senacherib his father. At that time I said 6 ' / am old and

who shall be to me a son after me to . . .? and who shall be 7 scribe and
bearer of the seal to "Esarhaddon the king, as I was to Senacherib,

8
king

(/"Assyria?' Then I, Ahikar, took Nadin, as he was called, the son of
my sister, and brought him up,

9 and taught him and showed great
kindness (to him), and set him in the gate of the palace with me before the

king among
10 his courtiers. I brought him before Esarhaddon king

of Assyria, and he told him whatever u he asked him. Then Esarhaddon

king of Assyria loved him and said 'hong life be to Ahikar,
12 the wise

scribe, counsellor of all Assyria, who set up as his son, when he had
no son, the son of his sister.'

13 When the king of Assyria had. thus

spoken, I bowed down and made obeisance, I Ahikar, before ~Esa.rhaddon

king of Assyria.
14 And in after days I, Ahikar, when I saw the face of

Esarhaddon king of Assyria favourable, I answered 15 and said before
the king,

*
I served Senacherib the king your father who was king beforeyou

16 and now behold

Col. ii.

17 I am old. I cannot work in the gate of the palace and do my service

to you.
18

Behold, my son, Nadin by name, is full-grown. Let him
take my place as scribe and counsellor of all Assyria, and let him 19

be.

seal-foarer to you. My wisdom also and my eownsel I have taught him.'

Then answered Esarhaddon 20
king of Assyria and said to me,

' So
indeed it shall be. Four son shall be scribe and seal-bearer to me 21 in

your stead. He shall do your service for me.' Then I, Ahikar, when
I heard 22 the promise ^iven, went away to my house and was resting
in my house. And this my son 23 whom I had brought up and set in the

gate of the palace before Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, among
24 his
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courtiers, I thought, 'He will seek my good in return for that which

I have done for him \ Then 25 the son ofmy sister whom I had brought

up, imagined against me evil and said in his heart,
26 '

Surely such words

as these can I say,
" This Ahikar, the old man, who was seal-bearer

27 to Senacherib the king your father has corrupted the land against you,

for he is a counsellor and a skilful 28 scribe and by his counsel and wort/j

all Assyria was {guided)." Then Esarhaddon 23 will be greatly troubled

when he hears words like these which I shall speak to him, and zvill kill

Ahikar.' Then 30 when my son who was not my son, had devised this >

falsehood against me
31

Col. iii.

32 Then was ^Varhaddon king of Assyria filled with rage and said,
33 ' Let there come to me Nabusumiskun one of the officers of my father,

who ate the bread of my father.' 34 The king said,
' You are to seek

Ahikar (in) a place which you shall find 35 and kill him. Even if this

Ahikar, the old man, is a skilful scribe 36 and counsellor of all Assyria,

why should he corrupt the land against us?' Then when 37 the king

of Assyria, had thus spoken, he appointed with him 2 other men to see

how 38
it would be done. This iVa3usumiskun the officer went away

riding on a swift horse of his,
39 and those men with him. Then after

three more days indeed 40
he, with other men who were with him, saw

me while I was walking among the vineyards.
41 And when this

Ara<5usumiskun the officer saw me then he rent his clothes, lamenting,
42 and said,

'Are you he, the skilful scribe, giver of good counsel, who
43 was a righteous man and by whose counsel and words all Assyria was

(guided) ?
44 The son whom you brought up, whom you set in the gate

of the palace, has injured you (?) ;
he has ruined you, and 45 an evil

return is it.' Then I, Ahikar, indeed was afraid. I answered and said

to Nabusum?'j/^«« 46 the officer,
'

{Yes, and) also I am that Ahikar who

formerly saved you from an undeserved death 47 when Senacherib the

father of this Esarhaddon, the king, was angry with you
48

to kill you.
Then I took you to my house. There I was supporting you

Col. iv.

49 as a man (deals) with his brother, and I hid you from him. I said,
"
I have killed him ", until in after time and many days

50
after, I brought

you before king Senacherib and took away your offences before him, and
he did you no evil. 61 Moreover king Senacherib was well pleased with

me that I had kept you alive and had not killed you. Now 52
according

as I did to you, so do also to me. Do not kill me. Take me to your
house until other days.

53
King Esarhaddon is kind as any man

(?).

Hereafter he will remember me and desire my counsel. Then you
54 shall bring me to him and he shall let me live.' Then answered

Nabusumiskun the officer and said to me,
' Fear not. Surely

55
you

shall live, Ahikar, father of all Assyria, by whose counsel king Senacherib

and all the army of Assyria
56 were (guided).' Then Nabusumiskun

the officer said to his companions, those two men who were with him,
57 '

Hearken, indeed, and listen to me, and I will tell you my counsel,
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and it is a good counsel 58
exceedingly.' Then answered those two ?nen

and said to him,
' Tell us indeed, Nabusumiskun the officer,

59 what you
think, and we zvill listen to you.' Then answered Nabusu?niskun the

officer and said to them,
' Hear me, 80 indeed this Ahikar was a great

man and bearer of the seal to king Esarhaddon, and by his counsel and

words G1 all the army of Assyria, were (guided). Let us not kill him

undeservedly. A slave, a eunuch of mine, I will give to you.
62 Let

him be killed between these two mountains instead of this Ahikar, and
whew it is heard, the king will .rend other men 63 after us to see the

body of this Ahikar. Then they will see the body of this eunuch my
slave,

Col. v.

64 until afterwards Esarhaddon the king remembers Ahikar and desires

his counsel, and grieves
65 over him. and the heart of Esarhaddew the

king shall turn to me and he shall say to his officers and courtiers,
66 "

I will give you riches as the num^r of the sand ifyou find Ahikar."

And this counsel 67 seemed good to his companions, those tzvo men.

They answered and said to Nabusumiskun, the officer,
68 ' Do according

as you think. Let us not kill him, but you shall give us that slave,
09 the eunuch, instead of Ahikar here. He shall be killed between these

two mountains? 70 At that time it was reported in the country of Assyria,

saying, 'Ahikar the scribe of Esarhaddon 71 the king is killed.' Then

Nabusu??iiskun, that officer, look me to his house and hid me, also 72 he

sustained me there as a man {deals) with his brother, and said to me . . .

' Bread and water 73 shall be carried to my lord
'

. . .
74 abundant

sustenance (?)
and (other) things in plenty. Then Nabusumiskun, that

officer,
75 went to Esarhaddon the king and said to him,

'

According as

you conunanded me, so have I done. 76 I went and found that Ahikar

and killed him.' And when king Esarhaddon 77 heard this he asked the

\wo men whom he had appointed with Nabusumiskun and they said,
' So

it was, as 78 he says.' Then as long as king "Esarhaddon

Col. vi.

79 What is stronger than wine foaming in the pr^ss ?
80 The son who

is trained and taught, and on whose feet the fetter is put shall prosper.
81 Withhold not thy son from the rod, if thou canst not keep him from
wickedness. 82 If I smite thee, my son, thou wilt not~die, and if I leave

(thee) to thine own heart thou ivilt not live. 83 A blow for a slave, rebuke

for a maid, and for all thy servants discipline. A man who si
buys

a licentious slave (or) a thievish maid brings anxiety into his house, and

disgraces
85 the name of his father and his* offspring with the reputation

of his wantonness. The scorpion finds
86 bread and does not eat in

order that he may live, but it is too good for him to taste. 87

thou hast done the blood of the hind ... 88 The lion devours (?)

the hart in the secrecy of (his) den
(?),

and he . . .
89 and will shed his

blood and eat his flesh : so is the contact of men. From fear of the lion

90 the ass left his burden and will not carry it. He shall bear shame
before his fellow and shall bear a b«rden which is not his,

91 and shall
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be laden with a camel's load. The ass made obeisance to the she-ass

from love of her, and the birds ... 92 Two things are a merit
(?),

and
of three there is pleasure to Shamash : one who drinks wine and gives
it (to others), one who restrains (?) wisdom . . .

93 and he hears a word
and does not reveal

(it). Behold, this is precious before Shamash. But
one who drinks wine and does not give it to others °4 and his wisdom

goes astray who sees ? . . . Thou hast placed the peoples
their wisdom the gods . . .

Col. vii,

95 Even to gods is it precious, to it tor ever belongs the kingdom, in

heaven it is treasured up, for the lord of holiness has exalted it.
96 My

son, do not chatter overmuch till thou reveal every word 97 which comes
into thy mind, for in every place are their eyes and their ears

;
but keep

watch over thy mouth, let it not be thy destruction (?).
98 More than

all watchfulness watch thy mouth, and over what thou nearest harden

thy heart, for a word is (like) a bird, and when he has sent it forth

a man does not recapture z'/(?).
" Count the secrets of thy mouth,

afterwards bring forth (advice) to thy brother for his help, for stronger
is the ambush of the mouth than the ambush of fighting.

10°
Suppress •£+.

not the word of a king : let it be a healing to thy brother. Soft is the

speech of a king, (but) it is sharper and stronger than a two-edged knife.

Z*
01 Behold before thee something hard : in presence of a king delay not.

Swifter is his anger than lightning. Do thou take heed to thyself.
102 Let him not show it at thy words, that thou go away before thy time.
103 In presence of a king, if (a thing) is commanded thee, it is a burning
fire

; hasten, do it
;
do not put sackcloth upon thee and hide thy hands,_/or

104 also the word of a king is with wrath of heart. Why should wood
strive with fire, flesh with a knife, a man with a king ? 105 I have tasted

even the bitter sloe, and the taste was strong, but there is nothing which

is more bitter than poverty. Soft is the tongue of a king
106 but it

breaks the ribs of a dragon, like death which is not seen. In a multitude

of children let not thy heart exult, and in the lack of them be not thou

ashamed. 107 A king is like the merciful (?) : even his voice is high :

who is he that can stand before him, except one who is like (?) him?
108 Glorious is a king to see, like Shamash, and precious is his sovereignty
to those who walk on the earth in tranquillity.

109 A good vessel hides

a thing wilhin itself, but one that is broken lets it go forth. no The lion

went near to greet the ass saying,
' Peace be to thee \ The ass answered

and said to the lion ......

Gol. viii.

111 I have lifted sand and carried salt, and there is nothing which is

heavier than debt. 112 I have lifted chaff and taken up crumbs, and there

is nothing which is lighter than (to be) a sojourner.
H3 A sword will

trouble calm waters whether they be bad (or) good.
n* A little man

when he multiplies his words, they fly away(?) above him, for the

opening of his mouth ... 115
gods, and if he were beloved of (the)

gods they would put something good in his palate to speak.
11G Many
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are the stars 0/ heaven whose names man knows not: so man knows not

. men. m There is no lion in the sea, therefore they call the .... lion(?).
\(A> /us The leopard met the goat and she was cold. The leopard answered

and said to the goat,
'

Come, and I will cover thee with my hide.'
119 The goat answered and said to the leopard,

' What hast thou to do
with me, my lord? Take not my skin from me.' For he does not
120 salute the kid except to suck its blood. The master (?) went to

the sheep
121 I will be silent. The sheep answered and said to

him, 'Take for thyself what thou wilt lake from us. We are thy sheep.'
122 por it js no t jn the power of men to lift up their foot and to put
them down without (the) gods.

123 For it is not in thy power to lift

thy foot and to put it down. If there goes forth good from the mouth
of men, it is well,

m and if a curse shall go forthfrom their mouth, (the)

gods will curse them. If the eyes of (the) gods are over men 125 a man
cuts (?) wood in the dark and does not see, like a thief who breaks into(?)
a house and escapes (?).

Col. ix.

126 Bend not thy bow and shoot not thy arrow at the righteous, lest

God come to his help and turn it back upon thee. 127 do thou,

O my son, gather every harvest, and do every work, then thou shalt eat

and be filled and give to thy children. 128
^"thou hast bent thy bow and

shot thy arrow at one who is more righteous than thou, it is a sin in the

sight of God. 129 do thou, O my son, borrow corn and wheat

that thou mayest eat and be filled and give to thy children with thee.
130 A heavy loan and from a wicked man, borrow not, ana? if thou

borrow take no rest to thy soul till
131 thou pay back the loan. A loan

is pleasant when there is need, but the paying of it is the filling of a house.
132 All that thou hearest thou mayest try by thy ears, for the beauty of

a man is his faithfulness, for his hatefulness is the lying of his lips.
133 At first the throne is set up for the liar, but at \asl his lies shall find

(him) out, and they shall spit in his face. 134 A liar has his neck cut,

like a maiden of the south (?) who hides (?) (her) face, like a man who
makes a curse 135 which came not forth from (the) gods.

136
Despise

not that which is in thy lot, and covet not some great thing which is

withheld from thee. m Increase not riches, and lead not (thy) heart

astray.
138 He who is not proud of(?) the name of his father and the

name of his mother, let not the sun shine upon him, for he is an evil man.
139 prom myself has my curse gone forth, and with whom shall I be

justified ? The son of my body has spied out (?) my house, and what
can I say to strangers ?

uo There was a cruel witness against me, and
who then has justified me ? From my own house went forth wrath, with

whom shall I strive and toil? U1 Thy secrets reveal not before thy

friends, that thy name be not lightly esteemed before them.

Col. x.

142 With one that is higher than thou, do not go (?) to quarrelling (?).
143 With one that is a noble (?) and stronger than thou, contend not, for
he will take Ui of thy portion and will add it to his own. 145

Behold,
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so is a little man who contends with a great man. 146 Remove not

wisdom from thee, and .... 147 Be not over crafty, and let not thy wisdom

be extinguished.
148 Be not sweet lest they swallozv thee up. Be not

bitter, lest they spit thee out. 149 If thou, my son, wouldst be exalted,

humble thyself before God 150 who humbles the lofty man and exalts /he

humble man. 151 How can the lips of men curse when (the) gods curse

not? 152 Better is he that restrains . . .
153 Let not thy soul love ....

lr>4 heal them, except one who is like him. 155 My hands shall destroy,
and .... 156 God (?) shall turn back the mouth of the unjust (?)

and
shall tear out his tongue.

157 Good eyes shall not be darkened and good
ears shall not be stopped, and a good mouth will love 158 the truth and

speak it.

Col. xi.

u>9 A man exceWent in character and whose heart is good is like a strong
bow which is bent by a strong man. 160

If a man stand not with (the)

gods, how shall he be saved by (?)
his own strength ?

lel

belly and that which is like it, who shall be judging him
(?)

?
162

.... men, and peoples pass over them and do not leave them, and their

heart is ... .
163 A man knows not what is in the heart of his fellow,

and when a good man .s^es an evil man he will beware of him,
164 he will

not accompany him on a journey, and will not hire him—a good man
with an evil man. /™5 The bramble sent to tlit pomegranate saying,
' Bramble to Pomegranate, what is the good of thy many thorns to him
who /ouches thy fruit ?'

166
. . . . the pomegranate answered and said

to the bramble,
' Thou art all thorns to him who touches thee.' 1C7 The

righteous among men, all who meet him are for his help (?).
1G8 The

house of wicked men in the day of storm shall be destroyed (?),
and in

calm (?) its gates shall fall
(?), for the spoiling of 1C9 the righteous are they.

My eyes which I lifted up on thee and my heart which I gave thee

in wisdom,
17° thou hast despised and hast turned my name into wanton-

ness. 1T1 If the wicked take hold of the skirts of thy garment, leave

(it)
in his hand. Then approach (?) Shamash. He m will take his

and give it to thee.

Col. xii.

173 God set me up as a righteous man with thee, why .... m My
enemies shall die, but not by my sword .... 175 I left thee in a hiding-

place of cedar, and thou hast gone about ... 176 Thou hast left thy
friends and hast honoured my enemies. m

Pity (?) a man who knows
not what he . . .

178 A wise man speaks, for the opening of the mouth
of . . .

179 - 183 184 ... the moth fell into ... 185

. . .
186 Into a house

(?)
of bronze the moth fell ... 187 My soul knows

not its path, therefore ... 188
Hunger sweetens that which is bitter and

thirst ... 189 Let him that is vexed be satisfied with bread, and the

soul of the poor be sated with wine. 19° Men

Col. xiii.

191 One bent his bow and shot his arrow, and it did not .... 192 If thy
lord entrust to thee water to keep ... 193 to leave gold in thy hand. Do

1- 99 Q
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not ... 1!U come near to me, and let him not say,
' Be far from

me '.
195 106 a slave on whosefoot is a fetter and who

is a thief should not be bought.
m his house with him, a fire

went forth iroin bAoxe 198 God. He who accuses his lord shall be

^///rapped in his law-suit, as if he uttered a curse on his lord.
199

. . .

... his lord The birds ... 200 an evil man who over-

takes ... 201 thee when he sends thee, why shouldst thou be

changed in his sight ?
202 his sight because 203 before

thee tested before 204 one to the wild ass ' Let me ride upon
thee and I will feed thee.' 205

keep for thyself thy feeding and

thy saddle, but I will not see thy riding.
206 between flesh and

shoe let him not put a pebble into my foot. 20T Let not the

rich man say,
' In my riches I am glorious '.

Col. xiv.

208 jj noi snow to an Arab the sea or to a Sidonian the desert, for

their work is different (?).
209 He who treads out the wine is he who

should taste it, and he who ... he should guard it.
210 and

/know not what will come after it.
2U

. . . he shall tear out, and blood

from my skin 212 213 blind in the eyes . . .

214 he shall come ... 215
eyes ... 21 °

. . . a child and

a deaf man, ears ... 217
. . . from the belly one (?) knows a noble

person, and not from ... 218 ... let not a man buy either a married

woman ... 219 let a maid be bought as a maid, and a wife ... 220
. . .

221 thief ... 222
. . . this, the house of his neighbour

caught (?)
fire ... 223

. . . merciful . . . owner . . .

Line r is clearly the beginning. The first words are probably "90 i"i7N

(so Baneth), cf. Prov. 24
23 and n2T Prov. 30

1
, 31

1
. Noldeke proposes

^TIE) (cf. Prov. i
1

),
which would imply that the narrative is merely an

introduction to the maxims. HE^ '

by name ', a Persian idiom

frequent in this text, but also occurring in the other papyri, cf. e.g. 33
1-5

.

THEl 'n ""I2D not only a scribe but a learned man. In Hebrew cf.

Ezra 7
6

. The end of the line is difficult to restore, and none of the

suggestions are convincing. The remains of the letter after n"G? are not

a 1 or t but part of n or D. One would expect some word to show

that he was not really a son.

Line 2. [""D] only a guess to fit the space. It will depend on the

restoration of 1. 1. ni.T a future, not precative (liT). Ti^p©.
The Vt are practically certain. The phrase seems to mean '

before this

narrative begins'. ^[^]
' had become great', more probable than

roy (Baneth). It continues in the 3rd person with occasional quotations

in the 1st person. The composition of these first lines is difficult, and

one cannot be sure where the 1st person takes up the story.

Line 3. rvfnTi] Epstein? Perles rotf. The < is certain, and there is

part of the foot of 2, so that there is no doubt about the word. It is
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Bab. saint, 'bearer
'

of the seal. nnpry cf. Dan. 618 . n[JN| is practically

certain. The end seems to be required by *?m in 1. 4. Note the

Persian form ninN and the Assyrian 3"nxm'B> .

Line 4. ^D not sta (as Sachau? and Ungnad). To take as 'full'

(of years) seems impossible. ?]} . , . fflfl i. e. relied upon. Cf. 1. 43.

Line 5. H^rriDX (Ungnad) the Assyrian form. [pT»]3. The 3 is

doubtful, and the restoration uncertain. The line is long because VKUff

is written above PPI3.

Line 6 is too much broken to be restored with any certainty, and

so too 1. 7. Baneth proposes
'
I took my sister's son, Nadin by name, . . .'

but it seems too soon to introduce the adoption of Nadin, which ought to

come just before line 9. The vacant space may have had something

like 'to do my service', cf. 11. 17, 21, but I cannot fill it up satisfactorily.

The h is probable.

Line 8. The account of the adoption seems to come in most naturally

here, beginning with *intt.

Line 9. After STDUl a verb is wanted, and the tail of a n is visible,

but [rvat?]ri
is not a very convincing conjecture. '31 [nno

,|

p]n[l] from

1. 23. ["'Joy- Epstein nray (joined with the preceding words), but

this verb is rarely (if ever) found (1. 160) in the papyri. At the end the

king must be mentioned to account for vmJD ' his courtiers
'

in 1. 10.

Line 10. T\TOT\p i. e. I brought him specially to the notice of the king.

[sncjn:]» is no doubt right, cf. 30
12

.

Line 11.
[|tOj]B>

is probably right, with pn. If the fragment on the

left is rightly placed, WP is probable, for there are traces of in on it. The

3rd person (therefore a name "ip'riN^), not
*]^>,

is required by D^pn in

1. 12. But the restoration is rather long.

Line 13. The first letters remaining must belong to 1l[rix] which

implies "j^E preceding. Therefore the king's remarks ended with 1. 12,

and the beginning of 1. 13 must be the protasis of a new sentence of

which the apodosis begins with n:nj .

Line 14. [jnnN J»vS] cf. 11. 39, 49. At the end, nothing after rV3y.

Line 15. [m»Nl] is required after rCjy. [fi]3N must begin Ahikar's

statement of his case which is continued in 1. 17. [nrvs] from 1. 17,

but it does not quite fill the space.

Line 16. Only slight traces remain. It must have formed the transition

to 1. 17.

Line 17. (PI. 41.) At least half of this column is lost. 33 isi

Babylonian for Aramaic jnn as in I. 44. The restoration of the end

is not by any means certain. Cf. Lai.

Q 2
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Line 18. pi is a short form of some Assyrian name like Assur-

nadin-apli (Ungnad). K3"). The following 1 shows that it is not an

adjective, but a verb (so Baneth)
'
is grown up ', cf. Dan. 4

19
, though one

would expect H3"l, as in 1. 2. '31 ^>rr< must mean 'he shall succeed

me as scribe', Arab, i—ali., cf. Mesha inscr. 1. 6 (Ungnad). The

restoration is probably right, as npTy 1. 19 shows that the regular formula

was used.

Line 19, beginning as 1. 3. The restoration of the end must be right.

[TID]yi is the only possible word, and 'dk i"!3y is required by the

beginning of 1. 20. The only word which is doubtful is nncon, but

nothing belter suggests itself.

Line 20. sniD is not a title (as Sachau), nor is it connected with

'Meskin Kanti
'

applied to Nabusumiskun in the Syriac and Arabic

versions, see Story, p. 112, n. 1, and p. xxxv. It is simply an adverb
' so

' formed from Din
'

like '. [m]iT is above the line, which is

consequently long. The end is from 11. 2 and 3. For "j~Q perhaps

read in.

Line 21. yQ7n 'instead of you' begins a new sentence. The end

is probable if the beginning of 1. 22 is right.

Line 22. NITI^], as Noldeke, seems the only possible completion.

^ ethical dative, as often with a verb of motion. TP22 PVin rb&\ from

Dan. 4
1

,
is only a guess. HJT 'H31 is required by 1. 23.

Line 24. ^[rViTiD]
there is perhaps a trace of n. Noldeke and Lidz-

barski propose "'["D],
but it cannot be "1, and more is needed to fill

the space. m£X 'I said to myself i. e. I thought. [*?y n]yn'
1 seems

probable as the contrast to [^y nK>y in 1. 25. The rest is only a guess,

cf. 1. 52.

Line 25. M"l[nN *n] is certain. The trace of n is fairly clear.

[snK^Nl] is required as the opposite to NJ130 in 1. 24. The rest depends

on the way in which 1. 26 is filled up.

Line 26. Epstein and Noldeke propose 73X ["'Vnp]
'he maligned',

continuing ^y ns?y in 1. 25. Then 1. 26 might begin [n:)7]D7. But

there is a trace of 7 before 7DN, leaving room for a narrow letter like

J, and J7D is suggested by 1. 29. If this is read, 73X must be 'I can',

and 1CN (future) is required after it. Then the ' words
'

followed, as

shown by 1. 27, addressed to the king.

Line 27. The restoration is partly from 1. 36, which should repeat the

terms of the accusation. [iSd] is required by D^n in 1. 28. He was

able to stir up the country against the king because he had won its

confidence by his wisdom.
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Line 28. [nin] 'di 'y bjfl cf. 11. 4, 43, 55.

Line 29. B>"i-p
'
will be enraged', still part of the statement of Nadin's

contemplated plan, which must end in this line. y»B>. For the con-

struction cf. 33"| in I. 38. Something is wanted to define J^O, not

*pN, nor a relative clause, since either of these would require tffbo.

I have proposed n?N3 here and in 1. 26 'words to this effect', because

Nadin need not be rehearsing the exact terms of his slander, but the

trace of a letter after ytDB> is certainly more like r. Perhaps after all the

relative did follow, rather incorrectly, and !"6k3 should be omitted.

Line 30. '31 N"Q. So Epstein. It might of course be (;nn]i03
written together as being one idea, like N^TDn— '

my son who was not

my son (but) the son of my sister '. The rest of this and the next

line must have described how he went to the king and made his charge,

but there is nothing to guide us in restoring the lacuna.

Plate 42. This column is fairly complete on the left-hand side. The
amount lost on the right is shown by 1. 37 where the restoration is

almost certain. After the short line 43 the lines are slightly longer, and

there is a good deal of difference in length throughout the column.

Line 32. Restored from Dan. 3
19

. But perhaps we should read sojt?

SMPI from 1. 29. Baneth proposes my before psm[DN], which would

require something else at the beginning.

Line 33 has been much discussed. It has been assumed that Ahikar

is speaking, and that therefore 'ON is Ahikar's father. But the words

are clearly spoken by the king, and "QX is Senacherib, for "IDN1 1. 32

must be 'he (Esarhaddon) said'. "Q*l is pi. constr. of NUT, used

frequently of Nabusumiskun, the Assyr. rabii (Ungnad)
' a great man

',

'
officer ', not '

youth ',

'

page
'

as Baneth. From 11. 46-50 it appears

that Nabusumiskun had been in the service of Senacherib, and must

have been a person of some age and dignity. Nabusumiskun must have

been mentioned by name before 1. 38 where his name first appears in

the extant text, and there seems to.be no other place than this. ^[n ]-

There are traces of Pi.

Line 34 must begin with ^3K, or P3N-. Then, since the line goes on

in the 2nd person (rox), something ("TON) is required to introduce the

change. The words to be restored after ^3N are very uncertain, but

it seems necessary that Ahikar should be mentioned by name in the

command. The connexion of 11. 33-36 is however very difficult.

ny3D. Baneth takes this from y3n
' seek him wherever . . .',

but that

late formation can hardly be assumed here. Though the phrase is
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difficult, it may be ' thou shalt seek (nys) Ahikar in a place which thou

shalt find' i.e. find a suitable place and then fall upon him there.

Not ' seek him wherever (T "IDN) thou shalt find him
', which would be

(rt3) nrDBTIJl *T. Or the object of h3Bfin may have begun 1. 35, forming
some phrase implying that he was to be killed, without the use of the

direct term bop, e. g. n^y (or STi^y) rb nx>nn, cf. Dan. 6 5
. Then n ~>nx

would be ' where
'

as in Ezra 63 .

Line 35 may begin with Ti^ttpm or with some phrase like that

suggested above. The name of Ahikar can hardly have stood here as

object to rutrnn ,
since it is used just afterwards. "6:n (Epstein, Noldeke)

is no doubt right.
'

If he is wise, why does he . . . ?
'

i. e. he may be

very clever, but he shall not . . . The line is very short.

Line 36. The first "I is fairly certain. It is too broad for 1, as

Noldeke (n»?l). KTIO Assyr. mdtu, does not occur elsewhere in these

papyri nor in BA, though it is common later. [Restored in Beh., 11. 16, 17.]

Line 37. noy i.e. with Nabusumiskun, so that he must have been

mentioned before
(cf. 1. 33). TWV\u? more probable in this context

than nrn tb, cf. 1. 63.

Line 38. The beginning should be '

(how) the order would be carried

out'. Perhaps "ay or *nyh\ [b)X] or bfN1 is wanted, taking um
as a participle. pDDDl[2:]. Ungnad points out that a person of this

name was a high official under Senacherib. Perhaps the story had an

historical foundation. W2*\ he was '3B> »3*1 )D in (1. 33). in HD1D1
' on a horse of his ', not feminine. A distinguished officer would not

have ridden a mare. [/] vp
'

hght
'

i. e. swift.

Line 39. The restoration is certain. It is a short line. ~b 'after

the lapse of.

Line 40. The lacuna in the middle is difficult. Some word is wanted

like
' met

',

' found me '. The letter before it is taken as Q by Noldeke

and Epstein, who complete it as [iyj]s.
But this would require a com-

plement b iyA3 (cf. 1. 118) for which there is not room. If yjaa were

possible (?) the space might perhaps (?) allow of it. Then the line would

have to begin p3: DJ7 in . But the letter may be part of a n
,
not D at all.

Then the reading [^irjn or [w]n would be obvious.

Line 41. The construction depends on the restoration of the middle

of the line. Baneth's WQIp is almost certain from the remains of

the letters. It occurs in 11. 56, 59, where the obvious meaning
'

battles
'

is clearly unsuitable. Baneth makes it an adverb from 3"ip ('
near

')

meaning
' soon ',

' then ', used like "inN. For the form he compares N?y,

N"13, Kni3 (1. 20). Such an adverb is not otherwise known, but it would
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certainly fit these passages. If it is read here, it must begin the apodosis,

and the first part of the line must contain the protasis, somewhat as

restored. [^Tn]. For the form cf. '•ana 14
9

, D3BH 25
12

. ^>VI perf.

Haphel of ?b\ asyndeton.

Line 42. The restoration at the beginning is certain, since it must

correspond to in HJN in 1. 46.

Line 43. [p^ltf] is only a guess. Some word of the kind is required.

If mn is used like lin in 1. 61 ('was dependent on'), the sentence ends

with N?3. Of the next word, which should bigin a new sentence,

only 1 is certain, and , is probable. The second letter is 3 or 1 or 1 ,

the third may be y (or T, 1?). Nbldeke, Epstein ~\]}2\ If 1 is the

pronoun, the verb cannot be future as that would require "p~. If it is

radical *pT or "]!2'
t are the only possibilities, and neither gives a sense.

Of roots beginning with ,

only yY> is possible, and that gives no sense.

I suggest yT as a collateral form of J?m, 'has injured thee', but it is not

satisfactory. If the broken ' could be disregarded "J13 would be simple.

Line 44. n[*3"l ""i]
is necessary. The first word depends on the

reading of 1. 43. inn the proper Aramaic, for which 33 is used in

11. 9, 23. N31D1 has been much discussed. Epstein proposes N31H1

N*n3["l Nn?m Nnrnb 3n], but that is impossible and is in any case too

long. Baneth makes it an adverb = 3in (as in i
7

, 9
12

)
= ' moreover

',
see

note on 1. 41 for the form. It is probably only a noun from 310 and

means 'recompense'.

Line 45. Nn3[~)p] is Baneth's conjecture, and is probable, but it

would make his N3in impossible, for two adverbs of nearly the same

meaning could not come so close together. Otherwise we might restore

Nn3[m »n NB^N3]
'

the return is an evil return ', but two consecutive

asyndeta n^J? . , . rbr\1 would then be difficult.

Line 46. [N'Ol] is the regular title of Nab., cf. 11. 54, 56, &c. Some

particle is wanted with the sense '

Yes, and also
(it

is I who) '. Neither

J]X nor D? is quite satisfactory. 12] 7®p no doubt means an ' innocent

(i.
e. unmerited) death '.

Line 48. Nn[31p] is again Baneth's reading, and it certainly suits the

context. Or we might read ^[{^3 72ynb] cf. 11. 50, 51. ^>3DE)

'

supporting
'

(with food, &c.) as elsewhere in these texts.

Plate 43 contains parts of two columns. Col. i evidently follows on

pi. 42, and col. ii must follow col. i. Col. i is broad and well preserved
in the earlier part.

Line 50. 3HXn3D with D as in 11. 51, 55, more correctly. The spelling

with c? is due to the Assyrian confusion of D and C? (Ungnad).
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Line 52. ISN a mere strengthening of C)K, cf. DSK 5
8 &c. In both

forms the addition is probably the pronoun, which has lost its proper

meaning. 1&2 imperat. of ^2\ JOV7 [*l]y not 'b ? ny (Ungnad),
for which there is hardly room. The next line begins a new sentence.

Line 53. jnjco. Torczyner
' bekanntlich ', which does not seem

probable. Can it mean '

any one ',

' a person
'

? 'riN ?y yi3»3 would

then be equivalent to \TiriN Dy B*K3 1. 49. pnN b]) however may be

'afterwards' (so Torczyner) as in 1. 64, cf. Dan. 4
s

. ["in]x probably,
or [}HJk.

Line 55. ^[nn] is no doubt right. Epstein and Noldeke propose
M
[2N]

= '

patricius '. Baneth "
[n:x] for n*= ' oh '. D? rather demands

a verb here.

Line 56. [lin N73] as in 1. 61. There are traces of N and the final 1.

Nnmp 'then' (Baneth) is simplest. Ungnad takes it as 'battles' and

supplies iin piy.
Line 57. Dn:K fits the space better than yin (nvy n). The words

following are fairly certain. "hv not Ny (Ungnad) which is not a word,

and there is a blank space before it. The b and » have been run

together.

Line 58. WiSJ is certain, and 13y is required before it. Of inx part

of the n remains. Of N^^ there is a trace of N. Epstein *? nONl is

unsuitable.

Line 59. The beginning is Baneth's restoration. From the traces of

letters remaining "ids njX T is almost certain. It appears to mean
' what you think

', which is strange just after *1EN in its ordinary sense.

Nn3"lp as in 1. 56. The next words are necessary.

Line 60. [jV2¥l] is probably right, cf. 1. 3. Noldeke proposes N?s

n]:n

Hp[Tyi. l[n N37EJ. The words must have been written wide apart to fill

the space, but there is hardly room for l[n Tinx j?o].

Line 61. nn. The meaning 'were dependent on' is necessary here.

It is plural agreeing in sense with TTI. Before DHD Noldeke supplies

Dvy, but the trace of a letter is more like 1 than D, and rather more

is required to fill the space. ['•at]
from 1. 46. is wanted as a reason

for not killing him.

Line 62. ropri'
1 is written above the line.

[|]
,_3 is more probable

than [l]:3 as Ungnad. n[?N] so Noldeke, Lidzbarski. The expression
is strange. JPBnB" from 1. 70. Baneth [priN ?y »]T31

which is less

satisfactory.

Line 63. pin[N] is fairly certain. ' After us
'

? (as Baneth). Noldeke,

Epstein }Hn[K]. Then mas must be the object of nrriD?, which is

awkward.
n[jr] above the line.
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Plate 43, col. ii. Less than half the width of the column is preserved,

containing the beginnings of the lines.

Line 64. The restoration is from 1. 53. [B>NTl] is from Dan. 6 1

"',

'

it shall be evil upon him ', i. e. he \\ ill regret it.

Line 65. The restoration is of course only a conjectural approximation.
Line 66. ["is]DCO seems to be the only possible word, and this

requires something like K^n after it. The rest of the line must contain

the end of the speech, and the resumption of the narrative with a subject
to m<D in 1. 67.

Line 67. Restoration probably right. Tt thus gives the length of the

lines in this column.

Line 68. Restored from 1. 61, but the line is short.

Line 69. Restored from 1. 62, but again the line is short.

Line 70. An abrupt transition. jPDnt2>K for yon^n. The reading
is clear. Noldeke completes the line [cb N^3 Nn]ca and the rest much
as here but rather too long.

Line 71. Restored from 11. 48, 49, to which this passage is evidently
related.

Line 72 must contain a direct statement by Nab. to introduce p^ariD*—not a command, which would require tariDV [tJ^NJa Ungnad reads

[ Jjtt
and Epstein [v Nnajjn. But ND is certain.

Line 73. w*iD 'my lord', i.e. you, Ahikar. [j]n is rather more

probable than [D]n. The line is difficult to restore.

Line 74. ^3D. Seidel takes it as a noun = 'food' cf. b)2D 43*. It

might however be a verb '(bread, &c.) he brought'. JMJ not
' Schatze '

(as Ungnad) which would have been of no use to him, nor
'

goods ', but in a weakened sense,
'

things ', i. e. necessaries. The
restoration is fairly certain.

Line 77. Restored from 1. 37.

Line 78 does not admit of restoration. This is the end of the narrative

part.

Plate 44 begins the proverbs.

Lines 80-85 are the same group as in the Syriac 22-26.

Line 79. At first sight one would compare no. 8 in the Syriac. So

Noldeke, who restores ND[
,

]2 and takes "ij?3 IDn as '

braying ass \ But

this gives no construction. Baneth xn[l]a as in 1. 90
' what is stronger

. . . ? The burden ', but this meaning for ni3 is quite uncertain.

Wensinck Nnf'Ojn, for which there is not room. *iyj ion may also

mean '

fermenting wine
'

(Perles) and this allows of the simple restoration
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Nn[j]3. It is true this is a Hebraism, for H3 is not found in Targum

(though it is in Syriac) but there are other Hebraisms in this

text—or are they common Semitic ? The proverb must then have

been '

(there are various strong things but) what is stronger than wine

foaming in the press ?
'

Alluding to the intoxicating effect of new wine.

There is nothing after sn[3]3 in this line.

Line 80. "iDn* more probably from "iDN than from ID*. The X is

dropped as in "lOft? (perhaps) and baft?, and in later Aramaic. 'Is

restrained '. NmN must mean a '

fetter
'

or something similar. In

Onkelos it (or NrTHK) translates Heb. DID, which is elsewhere used

as a symbol of oppression. It must refer here to some form of punish-

ment by tying the legs to a bar, or the stocks. The end must have been

'shall prosper in later life', or something of the kind. Cf. Syr. 22,

Arm. 14 and Arabic.

Line 81. )b |n = 1% Cf. Prov. 23
14

(^W1 h»B>C)). 'If you cannot

keep him out of mischief, then beat him.' Cf. Syr. 22.

Line 82. Cf. Prov. 2%
ls

. The occurrence of the same idea in two

consecutive lines in both places cannot be accidental. fp3t5W. Seidel

eft. inTf Hab. 2 17 and concludes that, with }" etiergicum, the pronominal
suffix may be omitted, if the sense is clear. Maiti rejects this, but it

seems probable, cf. 35
s
,
&c. At the end something short is wanted,

like 'thou wilt not prosper'. Cf. Armenian 14.

Line 83. nsno a noun (Noldeke, Wensinck). [iT]N3 so Noldeke,

cf. Syr. Jj>a. Baneth and Sachau [lD]fcO, which is possible from the

traces remaining, but does not give a very good sense, fl is more

probable at the end. roi"6. The b must be the preposition, therefore

not ' concubine
'

as in BA. The meaning
' maid-servant

'

is required

here for run, cf. Sayce and Cowley, Ostr. M b 1. [N3B]7K. A noun

is required as before. There is a trace of a, cf. c^Nn"
1 in 1. 80. Cf. again

Syr. 22. At the end something is wanted to introduce 1. 84. If

11. 92-94 give the approximate width cf the column, several words would

be required here, since the line must apparently have read straight on.

Line 84. [p]lD is better than [Tjna (as Epstein). nooj HON is

certain, but a conjunction is necessary, either 1 of which there is no trace,

or IN for which there is no room.
[*T"l]a uncertain, and not very

suitable. in. The n is almost certain. After it Ungnad reads b,

but the upper stroke is really the tail of the
*]

in 1. 83. We might read

either [^J?]:n or
[i?J?jn] in. At the end a connexion with 1. 85 is

wanted. The lines all seem to be short before 1. 89, so that either the

column was narrower above than below, or the fragment attached to it
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from 1. 89 onwards does not really belong there. Cf. I. 170 and

Syr. 24, Arab. 25.

Line 86. The form of this proverb is very uncertain. It seems to

mean that the scorpion refuses bread because he cannot appreciate it,

his natural food being insects and vermin. ^[^Nj"
1 N?1 Dr6 is probable.

There is not room for »nJ73N\ The next word is very doubtful. There
is a mark of a ? (but not high enough), but nTl 73

('
he will not eat

anything living') is unsuitable, because that is just what he does eat.

7

Perhaps it is DTP y.

Line 87 is too much broken to restore. [n]»D» perhaps, as in I. 88.

Line 88. n»D» Mr. Hayes (privately) suggests Arab, li, to
'

scent ',

which would be suitable, but the participle (Pael) would be DSDE. The
n must be radical, so that we should have to assume a form HDD = DD.

NT1D or NT1D no doubt means 'lair' or something similar, but the word
is unknown. Epstein's comparisons for this word and HOOD are un-

convincing.

Line 89. At the ends of 11. 89-94 Sachau joins on another fragment.
It does not seem certain that it belongs here, nor how much is lost

between the two pieces. It makes these lines much longer than the rest.

After n Ungnad supplies N[n«1 STI^n], which is pointless. Noldeke 'of

the weak with the strong '. Seidel $[&}$ ^2] which is possible, but too

long if the following lines are rightly restored. The traces of the

next word (n3 . 10 ?)
are quite uncertain. It might be '

for fear of. At

the end perhaps a word for
' burden '.

Line 90. Seidel ' he who neglects an ass and does not feed it
', taking

72D as in 1. 74. ni2 Baneth takes to mean ' burden '. Seidel and

Epstein think it =' shame' and cfnt. Ps. 15
3

. NBfJl] Epstein

N^rT1

*r]

' whom he makes to bear a burden '. Baneth NC[JM Nl^nD'' *t]

and at the end [nW Dy n]?V N7T i. e. a double burden. All very un-

certain and obscure.

Line 91. |*n 'bowed to' (Epstein) is more probable with 7 than 33~l

(Ungnad). nncn["l j»]. Some trace of D. What the birds have to do

with it one cannot guess. Perhaps the fragment is not in place. The

proverb must end with the line, since 1. 92 begins a new sentence.

Line 92. riTSP Noldeke thinks a mistake for }*VSE>. As it stands it

can only be a noun ' an ornament '. nDTn similarly
' a pleasure '.

B>DB> the Babylonian god (Smend), the judge of right and wrong. [nn]ty
so Seidel, Noldeke, Grimme. Cf. 1. 93. *rupW. Seidel adduces a

root jli to ' vomit
' which is unknown to me (? t_ili

' drink to excess
'),

and such a proceeding could hardly be pleasing even to Shamash.
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Obviously it must be connected with py 'gives it (to others) to drink ',

but the form is difficult. Strack eft. Mishna Aboda Z. ii, i p^n, cf.

Exod. 2
9

. A root pu would be a regular parallel to py. riDDn V22

Ungnad says = Heb. B^? Dut does not say h°w ne would translate it.

It is B>33
' he who keeps (his) wisdom to himself (as Noldeke), or

possibly even, as a contrast to rmN in 1. 94 'keeps it under control'

and does not let it go astray through drunkenness. The line may have

ended here, though something is wanted to balance the clause. Then

'31 yDt^l is the third thing pleasing
—the sociable wine-drinker, the

modest wise man, and the discreet confidant. This form of numerical

maxim is common in Jewish
' wisdom \

Line 93. yot^l is apparently not in the same construction as \"lip'0'"i

1. 92, but is used loosely in the sense of
' and one who hears '. Tp*

must mean '

precious ',
and this clause sums up the preceding proverb.

[Dip] a trace of D remains. Vi must begin the. converse statement,
' but he who'. nriB*. The n is not very probable. [VOpV] seems

likely, but it makes the line long.

Line 94. 'n |D [*13 .... l] Ungnad nmno "l.p
—1. After the

mark of division (doubtful) Baneth restores Dnnoan ND»y , . . p»B> |0"

' from heaven the nations (receive) their wisdom
;
the gods give it '. For

the end Ungnad and Noldeke suggest \i tprb$ \0 nnoan. All very

obscure.

Plate 45.

Line 95 seems to refer to wisdom. If so, it is probably the continua-

tion of 1. 94. [rh \a]b[]lb T]y, so Baneth. j[n3]B>3
so Sachau,

Baneth (cf. 1. 94), &c.

Line 96 might be read NBV D[l^]n b$ (as Ungnad)
' curse not the day

till thou see (the night?) '. There is perhaps a trace of b. But can Dip

take an accusative? The usual word for 'curse' in these papyri is TO.

If tt[3]n as a jussive form is possible, and the blank space may be

disregarded, it forms a good connexion with 1. 97. N1JV adverbial, cf.

the forms vby, Nni3, Nnmp. ninn for ntnnn. It cannot be read

Dtnn as Noldeke and Seidel. n^[p ba] is required for 1. 97. The

rest of the line is blank, which is strange, if it reads straight on. The

scribe must have omitted something illegible, but ought to have left the

blank at the beginning instead of the end of the line.

Line 97. [»T]
is most probable. The sentence cannot have begun thus,

with a feminine verb. [Py. So Epstein (?). Ungnad, Noldeke m?.

Baneth 7xb. Seidel nb. "JDD a nom. pendens 'but as to thy mouth,
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take heed '.
["ll

nB1t3 is very difficult. It ought to mean '

ruining thee ',

but it is a strange word to use, and in the plural.

Line 98. [nyo]^ is Grimme's restoration. npin lit. 'make heavy a

(i.
e. thy) heart upon (i.

e. with regard to) what thou hearest '. rmbwn .

Noldeke and Grimme take this as passive. It may equally well be

active. [np]7 (Grimme) is not very satisfactory 'does not catch it

(again) '. Epstein proposes [33] b
' a man without heart

(i.
e. sense) '.

Line 99. '{.]». There is no obvious word. »3D 'count' would not

fill the space. The » might be N. nnN (or Tint), cf. perhaps Syr.

xmniN, 'secrets', parallel to 3~)N 'ambush' (so Montgomery). Baneth

would omit it. ps:n (Baneth) is certain. There is no suffix. After it

there is just room for l[ins!?] but the actual word is quite conjectural,

fmjn cf. 1. 126. nnbl2 a mistake for ner£», a Hebraism.

Line 100. H33n, in later Aramaic 'extinguish ', here, more generally,
'

suppress '. Epstein and Noldeke HD3D (cf. Syr. NL3p), but this gives no

good sense. After nsan there is perhaps room for \"i. l[ini6] is

quite conjectural, but a repetition of the word restored in 1. 99 would be

natural in this style. The rest of the line is a separate proverb. pic
is

' smooth
'

(Noldeke, Epstein). HaleVy
'

sharp
'

(eft. j^i.)
and so

Baneth (eft. 40
3
). [P]B3 V^D is Baneth's very probable conjecture.

Line 101. ">S^H 7»] is probably right. Seidel >aj[x Dip] is unlikely,

and too long. Qipn cf. 42
7 and the sense of 1. 103. HDV3 probably =

r\2)ip (Seidel, Stummer). Perles n["l]V3, but there are traces of Q.

Ti/T with 'anger', must mean 'swift' or 'sharp', but it is difficult to

account for such a meaning. Stummer suggests
'

fearful
'

and eft.
jej.

Line 102. ,

n[jl]n'
1 seems the only possible form—Pael as in I. 96,

instead of Haphel as elsewhere— '

let him (the king) not show it (anger) '.

T"l[o]N is more probable than yiln
'

to them that destroy thee
'

(Epstein).
The rest of the line is blank.

Line 103. n[cnp] fits the space. Epstein n[bo . ,]. Tps i.e. if

any order is given. "]$>
is added above the line. »f! fern, is attracted to

the gender of nc?N, but \-|(*ny) is correct as a masc. suffix. There is a

trace of the \ therefore not PTOJ? ^pace Noldeke). p3J?. The 3 is

badly formed, but can be nothing else. Cf. p2])b in 26 6 -
9

- 22
, 42

7 - 8 - 13
.

Epstein eft. Heb. p3n, Syr. pay, 'embrace', 'seize', grasp it and do it

i. e. do it promptly. Noldeke and Perles compare Targ. y3N (for Heb.

mno)
' hasten '. There is no doubt about the meaning in the papyri.

PB> }nn?[N]. The reading is certain. Epstein, Noldeke, Baneth take it

as pBOnn
' do not kindle (it) upon thee

',
but this does not give a

satisfactory sense in connexion with ' and hide thy hands '. I cannot
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help thinking that we have a scribal error here. 'Hiding the hands'

suggests that pt? is 'sackcloth'. It is clearly separated from jnn. If so,

jnn may be a mistake for jron, which might easily occur in this writing if

the original was not clear, and the meaning is
' do not put sackcloth upon

thee and hide thy hands ', i. e. do not go into mourning about it and

pretend you cannot do it. HDSni is certain, not mnm as Baneth to suit

the reading pBWin. At the end perhaps *a to connect 1. 104.

Line 104. "ion3(cf. 1. 47) rather than lorn. h^o] is suggested by
the preceding proverbs. They are grouped more or less according to

subject. Perles supplies Ni"i?K and eft. Job q 2
, 25"*, Is. io 16

, 45
s

.

Line 105. Nmiyr (Epstein, Noldeke) is certain, cf. ^^j- NmiO
must be an adjective, not a noun (as Wensinck). N[oyo]l is probable,

since the N is fairly certain, rather than n[^x]l or n[y?3]l as Noldeke.

Then pDn must be '

strong
'

though it is not the word we should expect.

Noldeke, Perles 'lettuces' to suit n[^3S']l. [T^]o cf. 1. 100. Seidel's

NntJ>0 JO (eft. Prov. s
3

, 25
15

,
Ps. 55

22
)

is too long.

Line 106. [nn3n^x] or a similar verb, is required.

Line 107. joms. Grimme Mike the merciful' i.e. God, but this

hardly suits the general tenor of the proverbs. Seidel takes the 3 as

otiose, and eft. 16 5
. noy ba 1 as in 11. 154, 161, a very difficult

phrase. Noldeke and Seidel 'he with whom God is'. But the usual

word is niw or KVPK, not ^N (?
1. 173). Grimme takes it as = Hebr.

inoy^ -|B>X 'one who is his equal'. In 1. 161 noy^N is written as one

word, which would imply that 7N is the preposition, but the translation is

less suitable to that passage. The line ends here.

Line 108. K>0^3 may be either 'like Shamash
'

or 'like the sun'.

[N]rVJ3. There is only room for one letter, and this restoration of

Noldeke's is probably right : law-abiding persons will uphold the dignity

of their king. Epstein proposes [^v]n
HJ3 (Prov. 31

8
),

but there is not

room. Though there is a slight space before n, it must go with '22,

since there is no word of two letters beginning with n which would be

suitable. The rest of the line is blank.

Line 109. [n]D3. Perhaps [idJs fits the space better. [T *in]l
is

almost certain. Baneth [in *t]l
does not fit the traces of letters so well.

Perles [jNO]l would not fit at all. The line ends with i03.

Line no. Noldeke fills the lacuna with [n]!? ["ION* "ion cb]wb, but

there is hardly room, and we should moreover expect N"ion (cf. 1. 118)

for which the space is still less adequate, (x)ion is required by N*")OP

farther on, and perhaps we may read as printed. For this use of D,

cf. 26221
,
io13

,
and especially 1. 165 below (if so to be read) when




